
THE REGULAR ATTRACTOR FOR THEREACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEM WITH A NONLINEARITYRAPIDLY OSCILLATING IN TIME AND IT'S AVERAGING.M. Efendiev1 and S.Zelik21 Weierstrass Institute for AppliedMathematis and Stohastis, Berlin, Germany2 Universit�e de PoitiersLaboratoire d'Appliations des Math�ematiquesAbstrat. The longtime behaviour of solutions of a reation-di�usion system withthe nonlinearity rapidly osillating in time (f = f(t="; u)) is studied. It is provedthat (under the natural assumtions) this behaviour an be desribed in terms ofglobal (uniform) attrators A" of the orresponding dynamial proess and thatthese attrators tend as "! 0 to the global attrator A0 of the averaged autonomoussystem. Moreover, we give a detailed desription of the attrators A", "� 1, in thease where the averaged system possesses a global Liapunov funtion.ContentsIntrodution.x1 Uniform (with respet to ") a priori estimates.x2 The attrators.x3 The averaging of individual solutions: qualitative aspets.x4 The averaging of individual solutions: quantitative as-pets.x5 The averaging near a hyperboli equilibrium.x6 Regular attrators.x7 The averaging of regular attrators.x8 Examples. IntrodutionWe onsider the following reation-di�usion system in a bounded domain 
 ��Rn with a suÆiently smooth boundary:(0.1) � �tu = a�xu� f(t="; x; u) + g(x);u���
 = 0; u��t=0 = u0:Here " > 0 is a small parameter, u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor-valuedfuntion, f = (f1; � � � ; fk) and g = (g1; � � � ; gk) are given funtions and the onstantdi�usion matrix a is assumed to be diagonal(0.2) a = diagfa1; � � � ; akg; ai > 0; i = 1; � � � ; k:Typeset by AMS-TEX1



The external fore g is assumed belonging to the spae Lp(
) for a some �xedp > (n+ 2)=2.A solution of equation (0.1) is a funtion u 2 W (1;2);p([T; T + 1℄� 
) for everyT � 0 (here and below the symbol W (l1;l2);p(V ) means an anisotropi Sobolev-Slobodetskii spae of funtions w(t; x) suh that Dl1t w;Dl2x w 2 Lp(
), see e.g. [19℄)and satis�es equation (0.1) in the sense of distributions (note that due to the em-bedding theorem and our hoie of the exponent p,W (1;2);p � C and, onsequently,the nonlinear term in (0.1) is well-de�ned).The initial value u0 is supposed to belong to the trae spae ofW (1;2);p([0; 1℄�
)at t = 0, i.e.(0.3) u0 2 �p(
) :=W 2(1�1=p);p(
) \ fu0���
 = 0g:(see, e.g. [19℄).The nonlinearity f is assumed to have the polynomial rate of growth with respetto u:(0.4) jf(z; x; v)j � C(1 + jvjq);for a some q > 1 and C whih are independent of v 2 Rk , x 2 
, and z 2 R, andto satisfy the anisotropi dissipativity assumption in the following form: there arethe exponents pi � maxf0; pq � 2g suh that(0.5) kXi=1 fi(z; x; v)vijvijpi � �C;where the onstant C is independent of z 2 R, x 2 
, and v 2 Rk (see [9℄).Moreover, we assume also that the funtion f(z; x; v) is almost-periodi withrespet to z (see Setion 2 for preise onditions), ontinuous with respet to x anda suÆiently regular with respet to v, namely,(0.6) jf 0v(z; x; v)j+ jf 00vv(z; x; v)j � Q(jvj);where Q is a some monotoni funtion whih is independent of z and x.The long-time behaviour of solutions of (0.1) in the autonomous ase is usuallydesribed in terms of global attrators of dynamial systems assoiated with theproblem under onsideration, see [2℄, [14℄, [24℄ and referenes therein.The ase of non-autonomous equations is essentially less understood. In a fatup to the moment, there are several natural approahes to extend the attratorstheory to the non-autonomous ase. One of them is based on a reduing the non-autonomous dynamial proess to the autonomous one using the skew-produt teh-nique. The realization of this approah leads to the so-alled uniform attrator A"of equation (0.1) whih is independent of t and is uniform with respet to all non-linearities �(t="; x; u) belonging to the hull H(f) of the initial nonlinearity f , see[6℄, [15℄. The alternative approah interprets the attrator of the non-autonomousequation (0.1) as a non-autonomous set as well: A"f (t), t 2 R, see e.g. [8℄, [18℄.The homogenization problems for individual solutions of equations of type (0.1)with rapidly osillating spatial and temporal terms were investigated in [3℄, [4℄, [21℄,[22℄, [27℄ (see also referenes therein). 2



The homogenization of attrators were also studied by many authors. See, e.g.,[5℄, [23℄ for attrators of reation-di�usion and even hyperboli equations in non-homogenized spatially-periodi media with asymptoti degeneray. The ase ofregular spatially almost-periodi media was onsidered in [9℄. The homogeniza-tion aspets for the reation-di�usion problems with spatial rapid osillations insubordinated terms (i.e., for f = f(x="; u) or g = g(x=")) were onsidered in [10℄and [11℄. The temporal averaging of uniform attrators for evolutionary problemswas studied in [17℄ (for the ase of 2D Navier-Stokes system and for the nonlinearwave equation with rapidly osillating in time external fores) and in [26℄ (for thease of singular perturbed reation-di�usion system with rapidly osillating exter-nal fores). The homogenization of trajetory attrators assoiated with ill-posedevolutionary mathematial physis equations (suh as 3D Navier-Stokes equations,damped wave equations with superritial nonlinearities, et.) is studied in [7℄.In the present paper we give a omprehensive study of qualitative and quantita-tive aspets of global temporal averaging in equations (0.1). Partiularly, we showthat, under the above assumptions, problems (0.1) possess uniform attrators A"in �p for every �xed " > 0. In order to study the behaviour of these attratorsas " > 0, we onsider also the averaged problem for (0.1) whih obviously has thefollowing form:(0.7) � �tu = a�xu� f(x; u) + g(x);u���
 = 0; u��t=0 = u0where(0.8) f(x; v) := limT!1 12T Z T�T f(h; x; v) dv:Autonomous equation (0.7) also possesses a (global) attrator A0, moreover, wehave the following upper semi-ontinuity of the attrator A".Theorem 1. Let the above assumptions hold. Thendist�p �A";A0�! 0; as "! 0where dist means a standard non-symmetri Hausdor� distane between subsetsof �p.The main part of our study is devoted to a more detailed investigation of thease where the limit attrator A0 is regular, it will be so, for example, if equation(0.7) possesses a global Liapunov funtion and all it's equilibria are hyperboli, see[2℄. In this ase, the attrator A0 an be represented as a �nite olletion of �nitedimensional unstable manifolds of these equilibria:(0.9) A0 = [Ni=1M+ziwhere zi, i = 1; � � � ; N are (hyperboli) equilibria of (0.7).The non-autonomous regular with respet to " perturbations of regular attra-tors assoiated with reation-di�usion equations were onsidered in [13℄. We provethat struture (0.9) is in a sense preserves for suÆiently small " > 0, i.e. that theregular struture of the attrator preserves under rapidly osillating perturbationsas well. To this end, it will be more onvenient to to use the alternative oneptof the nonautomous attrator of (0.1) under whih the attrator is de�ned to be aset-valued funtion t!A"f (t). 3



Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold and let, in addition, theaveraged attrator A0 is regular. Then, for every " < "0, there exists a family ofompat sets A"f (t), t 2 R in �p enjoing the following properties:1) This family is invariant with respet to the dynamial proess assoiated withequation (0.1), i.e.(0.10) U"f (t; �)A"f(�) = A"f (t); � 2 R; t � �where by de�nition U"f (t; �)u(�) := u(t) and u(t) is a solution of (0.1), de�ned fort � � .2) There exist a monotoni funtion Q and a positive onstant , whih areindependent of " < "0, suh that, for every bounded subset B � �p, the followingis true:(0.11) dist�p �U"f (t+ �; t)B;A"f(t+ �)� � Q(kBk�p)e�� ;for every t 2 R and � � 0.3) The uniform attrator A" an be expressed in terms of attrators A"f (t) via(0.12) A" = � [t2R A"f (t)��pwhere [�℄�p means the losure in the phase spae �p.As a simple orollary of the proved theorem we derive that(0.13) supt2R distsymm;�p �A"f (t);A0�! 0 as "! 0where distsymm;�p means a symmetri Hausdor� distane for subsets of �p, and,onsequently, the familyA" of uniform attrators is upper and lower semiontinuousat " = 0. The following theorem gives an nonautonomous analogue of deomposi-tion (0.9).Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then there exist exatlyN almost-periodi solutions z"i (t) of equation (0.1). Moreover, these solutions arehyperboli, tend to zi as "! 0 and the attrators A"f (t) have the following struture:(0.14) A"f (t) = [Ni=1M+f;z"i (t)where M+f;z"i (t), t 2 R is a (non-autonomous) unstable manifold of the solution z"i .Note also that M+f;z"i (t) are di�eomorphi to M+zi, for every �xed t.Thus, under the above assumptions, every solution of equation (0.1) tends toone of the almost-periodi solutions z"i (t) and the attrator A"f (t) onsists of thesealmost-periodi solutions and heterolini onnetions between them in a ompleteanalogy with the struture of the autonomous regular attrators.The following orollary lari�es the dependene of A"f (t) on t.Corollary 1. Let P be a omplete metiri spae of all ompat subsets of �p withthe symmetri Hausdor� distane as a metri. Then the funtion t ! A"f (t) isalmost-periodi as a P-valued funtionA"f (�) 2 AP (R;P)The rest part of the paper is devoted to study the quantitative aspets of on-vergene (0.13). 4



Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold and let, in addition, theprimitive(0.15) F (h; x; u) := Z h0 [f(h; x; v)� f(x; v)℄ dhis bounded (and onsequently almost-periodi) with respet to h. Then(0.16) supt2R distsymm;�p �A"f (t);A0� � CF "�where 0 < � < 1 depends only on the onstant  from (0.11) and on maximalLiapunov exponent of problem (0.1) and the onstant CF depends on the equationand, partiularly, on the L1-bounds of funtion (0.15).Note that the assumption on primitive (0.15) is always satis�ed for the ase ofperiodi dependene of f(h; x; v) on h. For the ase of more general almost-periodi(and even for quasi-periodi) dependene on h, primitive (0.15) may be unboundedindeed (see [21℄). Note, however, that even in this ase the set of funtions f forwhih (0.15) is bounded is in a sense dense in the spae of all funtions f . Forsimpliity, we explain this assertion on an example of the so-alled quasiperiodifuntions f .Corollary 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold and let, in addition, thefuntion f have the following struture:(0.17) f(h; x; v) := G(!1h; � � � ; !mh; x; v)where the funtion G is 1-periodi with respet to the �rst m arguments, and ! =(w1; � � � ; !m) is a frqueny vetor assoiated with f . Assume, in addition, that Gis smooth enough, namely, G 2 C2m(R2m ; C2(
� Rk ):Then, estimate (0.13) remains valid for almost all frequeny vetors ! � Rm (withrespet to the standard Lebesgue measure in Rm):(0.18) supt2R distsymm;�p �A"f (t);A0� � C(!)"�Unfortunately, the onstant C(!) depends on some Diophantine onditions onthe vetor ! and, onsequently, it is extremely sensitive to small perturbation of !.That is the reason why, it seems reasonable to obtain the probabilisti analogue ofestimate (0.18).Corollary 3. Let the assumptions of Corollary 2 hold and let the frequenes !i,i = 1; � � � ;m be independent Gausian random variables. Then the expetation M ofrandom variable (0.18) possesses the following estimate:(0.19) M �supt2R distsymm;�p �A"f (t);A0�� � C(�)"�;5



for some onstants 0 < � < 1 and C(�) depending on dispersions of ! (but, inontrast of (0.18), this dependene is 'regular').The paper is organized as follows.The existene and uniqueness of solutions of (0.1) and uniform (with respetto ") dissipative estimates are derived in Setion 1.The uniform attrators A" for problem (0.1) are onstruted in Setion 2. More-over, their upper semiontinuity at "! 0 is veri�ed here.The onvergene of the nonautonomous dynamial systems U"f (t; �) to the aver-aged one assoiated with (0.7) (together with their Frehet derivatives) on a �niteinterval of time is proved in Setion 3. The quantitative bounds for this onvergeneare derived in Setion 4.Based on these estimates, we investigate in Setion 5 the behaviour of nonaver-aged system (0.1) near the hyperboli equilibrium of averaged system (0.7).The regular struture of the non-averaged nonautonomous attrator A"f (t), if" > 0 is small enough, is established in Setion 6.The quantitive and qualitative results on the onvergene A"f (t) to A0 are ob-tained in Setion 7. Moreover, the almost-periodiity of the set-valued funtionA"f (�) is also veri�ed here.The paper is onluded by Setion 8 where we illustrate the obtained results ona number of onrete equations in the form of (0.1).Aknoledgements. This researh is partially supported by the INTAS projetno. 00-899, CRDF grant RM1-2343-MO-02 and FRRI grant no. 02-01-00227.x1 Uniform (with respet to ") a priori estimates.In this Setion, we derive several auxiliary estimates for the solutions of (0.1)whih will be used in the sequel. We start from the dissipative estimate in thephase spae �p.Theorem 1.1. Let assumptions (0.2){(0.6) hold. Then, the solution u(t) of equa-tion (0.1) possesses the following estimate:(1.1) ku(t)k�p + kukW (1;2);p([t;t+1℄�
) � Q(ku0k�p)e��t +Q(kgkLp)where the onstant � > 0 and the funtion Q are independent of u0 and " 2 (0;1).Proof. Let us �rst derive the uniform estimate of the Lpq(
)-norm of the solu-tion u(t). To this end, we multiply (following [9℄) the lth equation of (0.1) byui(t)jui(t)jpi and take a sum over l 2 f1; � � � ; kg and integrate over x 2 
. Then,we obtain (after using assumptions (0.2) and (0.5) and after the integration byparts) that(1.2) �t kXi=1 1pi + 2kui(t)kpi+2Lpi+2!+ kXi=1 4(pi + 1)(pi + 2)2 krx(juij(pi+2)=2)k2L2 �� C vol(
) + kgkLp  kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+1p0(pi+1)!6



where p0 is a onjugated exponent to p (1=p+ 1=p0 = 1) and the onstant C is thesame as in (0.5). Note that, due to the Sobolev's embedding theorem, the seondterm in the left-hand side of (1.2) an be estimated as follows:(1.3) kXi=1 4(pi + 1)(pi + 2)2 krx(juij(pi+2)=2)k2L2 � � kXi=1 1pi + 2kui(t)kpi+2Lpi+2!++ � kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+2Lln(pi+2)!where � > 0 is independent of " and ln := 2nn�2 is the Sobolev's embedding exponent(W 1;2 � Lln).Note that, aording to our hoie of the exponent p (p > (n + 2)=2), we havep0 � n=(n+ 2) < ln and, onsequently, the last term in the right-hand side of (1.2)an be estimated in the following way:(1.4) kXi=1 kgikLpkui(t)kpi+1p0(pi+1) � C1 kXi=1 kgikpi+2Lp !+ � kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+2Lln(pi+2)!inserting estimates (1.3) and (1.4) in (1.2) we have(1.5) �t kXi=1 1pi + 2kui(t)kpi+2Lpi+2!+ � kXi=1 1pi + 2kui(t)kpi+2Lpi+2! �� C2 1 + kXi=1 kgikpi+2Lp ! :The Gronwall's inequality now yields(1.6) kXi=1 kui(t)kpi+2Lpi+2 � C3 kXi=1 kui(0)kpi+2Lpi+2! e��1t + C4 1 + kXi=1 kgikpi+2Lp ! ;for the appropriate onstants �1 > 0, C3 and C4 whih are independent of ".Reall now that �p � C and pi � qp� 2, onsequently, (0.4) and (1.6) imply(1.7) kf(t="; x; u(t)kLp(
) � Q(ku0k�p)e��1t +Q(kgkLp);for the appropriate monotoni funtion Q whih is independent of ".After obtaining estimate (1.7) for the nonlinearity, we may interpret equation(0.1) as a olletion of linear nonhomogeneous heat equations(1.8) �tui � ai�xui = hi(t; x)where h(t; x) := f(t="; x; u(t; x)) + g(x). Estimate (1.1) is an immediate orollaryof (1.7) and the lassial Lp-regularity theory for the heat equation (see e.g. [19℄).Theorem 1.1 is proven.The following theorem establishes the unique solvability of problem (0.1) andgives a uniform (with respet to ") estimate for the di�erenes between two solutionsof this equation. 7



Theorem 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then, for every u0 2 �p,problem (0.1) has a unique solution u(t). Moreover, if u1(t) and u2(t) are twosolutions of this problem, then(1.9) ku1(t)� u2(t)k�p + ku1 � u2kW (1;2);p([t;t+1℄�
) � Cku1(0)� u2(0)k�peKtwhere the onstants C and K depend on kui(0)k�b, i = 1; 2, but are independentof ".Proof. As usual, the existene of a solution for problem (0.1) is a standard orollaryof a priori estimate (1.1) and the Leray-Shauder �xed point theorem (see e.g. [19℄).So, it only remains to verify (1.9). Indeed, let v(t) := u1(t) � u2(t). Then, thisfuntion obviously satis�es the equation(1.10) �tv = a�xv � l"(t)v; v��t=0 = u1(0)� u2(0); v���
 = 0where l"(t; x) := R 10 f 0u(t="; x; su1(t; x)+(1�s)u2(t; x)) dx. Note that, due to (0.6),(1.1) and the fat that �p 2 C, we have the uniform estimate(1.11) kl"(t)kL1 � C := Q(ku1(0)k�p + ku2(0)k�p)where the funtion Q is independnet of ". Multiplying now the lth equation of(1.11) by vl(t)jvl(t)jp�2, taking a sum over l, integrating over x 2 
 and usingestimate (1.11), we derive (analogously to (1.6)) that(1.12) kv(t)kLp � C1kv(0)kLpeKtwhere C1 and K are independent of ". As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, estimate(1.9) is an immediate orollary of (1.11), (1.12) and the Lp-regularity theory forthe heat equation. Theorem 1.2 is proven.In onlusion of this Setion, we derive the smoothing property for equation (0.1)whih is neessary in order to prove the attrator's existene.Theorem 1.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then, the followingestimate is valid:(1.13) ku(t)k�2p � t+ 1t �Q(ku0k�p)e��t +Q(kgkLp)�where the monotoni funtion Q and the positive onstant � > 0 are independentof ".Proof. Indeed, let G = G(x) 2W 2;p(
) � �2p be a solution of the following elliptiproblem:(1.14) a�xG = g; g���
 = 0and let w(t) := t(u(t)�G). Then, this funtion obviously satis�es the equation(1.15) �tw � a�xw = h(t) := tf(t="; x; u(t)) + u(t); w��t=0 = 0:Note that, due to estimates (0.4), (1.1) and the embedding �p � C, we have(1.16) kh(t)kL2p � (t+ 1) �Q(ku0k�p)e��t +Q(kgkLp)�where Q and � are independent of ". Applying now the L2p-regularity theorem forheat equations to (1.15), we derive that(1.17) kw(t)k�2p � (t+ 1) �Q1(ku0k�p)e��t +Q1(kgkLp)�Theorem 1.3 is proven. 8



x2 The attrators.In this Setion, we prove that for every ", equation (0.1) possesses an attratorA" and prove that these attrators tend (upper semiontinuous) as " ! 0 to theattrator A0 of the averaged system (0.1) .We assume that the funtions f(z; x; v), f 0v(z; x; v) and f 00vv(z; x; v) are almost-periodi with respet to z, for every �xed x and v. The latter means (see, e.g., [20℄or [21℄) that, for every �xed x and v, the set(2.1) ff(z + h; x; v); h 2 Rg �� Cb(R;Rk )is a preompat set in Cb(R) (and analogous statements are true for f 0v and f 00vv).We also assume that the funtion f is uniformly ontinuous with respet to x 2 
in the following sene: for every R 2 R+ , there exists a funtion �R(�) suh that�R ! 0 as � ! 0 and(2.2) j�(z; x1; v1)� �(z; x2; v2)j � �R(jx1 � x2j+ jv1 � v2j);for every x1; x2 2 
, z 2 R and vi 2 Rk , jvij � R and for � = f , � = f 0v and� = f 00vv.In order to reformulate our assumptions on f in a more onvenient way, weintrodue the Frehet spae M whih onsists of funtions F : 
 � Rk ! Rk ,F; F 0v; F 00vv 2 C(
� Rk ) and generated by the following system of seminorms(2.3) kFkR := supx2
 supv2BR (jF (x; v)j+ jF 0v(x; v)j+ jF 00vv(x; v)j)where BR := fjvj � Rg an R-ball in Rk . Obviously, the spae M thus de�ned isa metrizable F -spae the onvergene in whih oinides with the loally ompatonvergene with respet to v 2 Rk .Lemma 2.1. Let the assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) be valid. Then, the funtionf(z; x; v) interpreted as a map from R to M is an almost-periodi (in Bohner-Amerio sense) funtion with values in M, i.e., the hull(2.4) H(f) := fThf; h 2 RgCb (R;M) �� Cb(R;M)is ompat in Cb(R;M) (here and below, (Thf)(z; x; v) := f(z + h; x; v) and f�gVmeans a losure in the topology of the spae V ).Proof. Indeed, let fhngn2N be an arbitrary sequene. Then, due to assumption (2.1)and the Cantor's diagonal proedure, we may assume without loss of generality that(2.5) �(z; x; v) = limn!1 f(z + hn; x; v);for every x; v from a dense set. Assumption (2.2) now implies that (2.5) holds, forevery x; v 2 
� Rk . Thus, it remains to hek that (2.5) is uniform with respetto x; v 2 
 � BR. Assume that it is not so, i.e., there exist sequenes xn ! x0,vn ! v0 and zn 2 R suh that(2.6) jf(zn + hn; xn; vn)� �(zn; xn; vn)j � "0:9



It also follows from (2.5) that the limit funtion � satis�es (2.2) as well. Conse-quently, (2.2) and (2.6) implies that, for a suÆiently large n, we have(2.7) jf(zn + hn; x0; v0)� �(zn; x0; v0)j � "0=2whih ontradits to onvergene (2.5) with x = x0 and v = v0. Thus, we haveproved that onvergene (2.5) is uniform with respet to x; v 2 
 � BR. Theonvergene of derivatives f 0v and f 00vv an be veri�ed analogously. Lemma 2.1 isproven.Let us return now to equation (0.1). In order to onstrut the attrator A" forthis equation we onsider (following ite6 and [15℄) a family of problems of type(0.1) with all of the nonlinearities belonging to the hull of the initial nonlinearity f :(2.8) �tu = a�xu� �(t="; x; u) + g(x); � 2 H(f); u���
 = 0; u��t=� = u� :Note that assumptions (0.4)-(0.6) on the nonlinearity f obviously remain valid, forevery � 2 H(f), onsequently, due to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, equations (2.8) areuniquely solvable for every h 2 H(f), � 2 R and u� 2 �p. Therefore, the solvingoperators(2.9) U"�(t; �) : �p ! �p; U"�(t; �)u� := u(t)where u(t) is a solution of (2.8) are well de�ned, for every h 2 H(f) and every t � �(we indiate in (2.9) the dependene of these operators on " by the upper indexkeeping in mind the passing to the limit "! 0 in the sequel).Moreover, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that(2.10) kU"�(t; �)u�k�p � Q(ku�k�p)e��(t��) +Q(kgkLp)where the funtion Q and the onstant � > 0 are independent of ", h 2 H(f) and� 2 R.Let us now de�ne the extended semigroup Sh(") : �p � H(f) ! �p � H(f)whih orrespons to the family of equations (2.8) using the standard skew produttehnique (see e.g. [6℄ or [15℄):(2.11) Sh(")(v; �) := (U"�(h; 0)v; Th="�);where (Th="f)(t="; x; v) := f((t+ h)="; x; v). Reall that, by de�nition, a set A " ��p �H(f) is an attrator of the semigroup Sh(") if the following assumptions aresatis�ed:1. The set A " is ompat in �p �H(f).2. The set A " is stritly invariant, i.e. Sh(")A " = A " .3. The set A " attrats bounded subsets of �p � H(f), i.e., for every boundedin � � H(f) set B and for every neighbourhood O(A "), there exists a numberT = T (B ;O) suh that(2.12) Sh(")B � O(A "); 8h � T(see e.g. [2℄, [24℄ for further details). 10



Theorem 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let, in addition, (2.1)and (2.2) be satis�ed. Then, the semigroup Sh("), de�ned above possesses a (global)attrator A " � �p �H(f). Moreover, the following estimate is true:(2.13) kA "k�2p�H(f) � Q(kgkLp)where the funtion Q is independent of ".Proof. As usual, we should verify the assumptions of the abstrat theorem on theattrator's existene (see, e.g., [2℄), namely, we should verify that St(") is ontinous,for every �xed t, and the fat that it possesses a ompat absorbing set in �p�H(f).The �rst assumption an be veri�ed in a standard way (see also Theorem 1.2)so, it only rermains to verify the existene of a ompat absorbing set.Indeed, it follows from Theorem 1.3 and from the fat that onditions (0.4){(0.6)remain valid, for every � 2 H(f), that(2.14) kU"�(t; 0)vk�2p � 1 + tt �Q(kvk�p)e��t +Q(kgkLp)�where the funtion Q and the onstant � > 0 are independent of " and � 2 H(f).Consequently, the set(2.15) K := fkuk�2p � 2Q(kgkLp)g � H(f)is a ompat (the hull H(f) is ompat due to our assumptions and the embedding�2p � �p is obviously ompat) in �p � H(f) absorbing set for the semigroupSt("). Thus, aording to the abstrat theorem for the attrator's existene, thesemigroup St(") possesses a global attrator A " � K . Theorem 2.1 is proven.De�nition 2.1. De�ne a (uniform) attrator A" for the initial non-autonomoussystem (0.1) by projeting A " to the �rst omponent:(2.16) A" := �1A "where �1(u; �) := u.Remark 2.1. The attrator A" admits an internal de�nition (without using theskew produt tehnique), namely, the set A" is alled a (uniform) attrator forequation (0.1) if the following is true:1) The set A" is ompat in �p.2) The set A" attrats uniformly bounded subsets of �p, i.e. for every boundedset B � �p and every neighbourhood O(A") of A" in �p, there exists a numberT = T (B;O) suh that(2.17) U"f (� + t; �)B � O(A"); 8� 2 R; 8t � T:3) The set A" is the minimal one whih enjoys 1) and 2).The equivalene of this de�nition to the one given above (see De�nition 2.1) isveri�ed in [6℄.The following orollary gives the desription of A" in terms of bounded solutionsof family (2.8). 11



Corollary 2.1. Let the above assumptions hold and let K"�, � 2 H(f) be a olle-tion of all solutions u(t) of (2.8) whih are de�ned for every t 2 R and bounded in�p, i.e. ku(t)k�p � Cu. Denote also(2.18) K"�(�) := K"���t=� � �p:Then, the attrator A" possesses the following desription:(2.19) A" = [�2H(f)K"�(0)Indeed, desription (2.19) is more or less evident orollary of a well known fatthat the attrator A " is generated by all omplete bounded trajetories of thesemigroup St("), see e.g. [6℄ for the rigorous proof of (2.19) in an abstrat setting.The rest part of this Setion is devoted to study the behaviour of the obtainedattrators A" as "! 0.First of all, we introdue the averaging of the nonlinear funtion f by the fol-lowing formula:(2.20) f(x; v) = limT!1 1T Z T0 f(z; x; v) dz:This limit exists due to the almost-periodiity assumption (2.1) and Kroneker-Weyltheorem (see e.g. [21℄). Moreover, sine (due to Lemma 2.1) f is almost periodiwith values in M then, for every R 2 R+ ,(2.21)  1T Z �+T� f(z; x; v) dz � f(x; v)R ! 0as T ! 0 uniformly with respet to � 2 R (the seminorm k � kR is de�ned by(2.3)). Note also that, due to the fat that the onvergene in (2.21) is uniformwith respet to � 2 R, we may replae the funtion f in (2.20) and (2.21) by any� 2 H(f) preserving the onvergene to f . In other words, the averaging f isindependent of the onrete hoie of the representative � 2 H(f) (� = f , for every� 2 H(f)).We now de�ne the averaged system, orresponding to initial system (0.1) asfollows:(2.22) � �tu = a�xu� f(x; u) + gu��t=0 = u0; u���
 = 0Note that assumptions (0.4){(0.6) obviously remain valid for the averaged nonlin-earity f(x; v), onsequently, the results of Theorems 1.1-1.3 and 2.1 also remainvalid for limit autonomous problem (2.22).Theorem 2.2. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every u0 2 �p, problem(2.22) has a unique solution u(t) whih satis�es the following estimate:(2.23) ku(t)k�p � Q(ku0k�p)e��t +Q(kgkLp)12



where the funtion Q and the onstant � are the same as in Theorem 1.1. Moreover,the semigroup S0t : �p ! �p generated by this equation possesses a global attratorA0 in �p, whih is bounded in �2p(2.24) kA0k�2p � Q(kgkLp)where Q is the same as in (2.13), and possesses the standard desription in termsof bounded solutions de�ned for all t 2 R:(2.25) A0 = K0f (0)(ompare with (2.18)).The proof of this theorem repeats word by word the proof of Theorems 1.1 and2.1 so we omit it here.The following theorem shows that the attrators A" of problems (0.1) tend in asense to the attrator A0 of averaged problem (2.22) as "! 0.Theorem 2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then(2.26) dist�p �A";A0�! 0 as "! 0where distV is a non-symmetri Hausdor� distane in V , i.e.(2.27) distV (X;Y ) = supx2X infy2Y kx� ykV :For the proof of the theorem, we need the following simple lemma.Lemma 2.2. Let the funtion f satisfy assumptions (2.1) and (2.2). Then, forevery T 2 R, every u 2 C([T; T +1℄�
;Rk ), every � 2 H(f), and every l 2 (1;1)(2.28) �(t="; x; u(t; x))+ f(x; u(t; x)) as "! 0 weakly in Ll([T; T + 1℄� 
)Although the assertion of the lemma is more or less standard, for the reader'sonveniene, we give below a sketh of the proof. For simpliity, we onsider onlythe ase T = 0 (the general ase is analogous).Let � 2 H(f), u 2 C([0; 1℄ � 
), l 2 (1;1) and "n��t=00 be arbitrary. Then,due to assumption (0.4), the sequene of funtions �(t="n; x; u(t; x)) is uniformlybounded in Ll([0; 1℄ � 
) and, onsequently, without loss of generality we mayassume that it is weakly onvergent to some funtion F (t; x). Our task is to provethat F (t; x) = f(x; u(t; x)). To this end, it is suÆient to verify that, for every� 2 C([0; 1℄� 
),(2.29) Zx2
 Zt2[0;1℄[�(t="n; x; u(t; x))�(t; x)� f(x; u(t; x))�(t; x)℄ dx dt! 0as "n ! 0. For every N 2 N , let us approximate the funtions u(t) and �(t) bypieewise ontinuous (with respet to t) ones suh that:uN (t; x) = u(m=N; x) and �N (t; x) := �(m=N; x) for t 2 [m=N; (m+ 1)=N ℄;13



Then, due to the ontinuity of u and �, we have(2.30) ku� uNkL1 ! 0 and k� � �NkL1 ! 0 as N !1and, onsequently, (thanks to assumption (0.6) for � and f) for every Æ > 0, wemay hoose N = N(Æ) suh that(2.31) ����Zx2
 Z 10 [�(t="n; xu(t; x))�(t; x)� f(x; u(t; x))�(t; x)℄ dt dx����� Æ+Zx2
 N�1Xm=0����Z (m+1)=Nm=N [�(t="n; x; u(m=N; x))�f(x; u(m=N; x))℄ dt�����j�(m=N; x)j dx:After the variable hange z = t="n, we derive that(2.32) Z (m+1)=Nm=N [�(t="n; x; u(m=N; x))� f(x; u(m=N; x))℄ dt == 1N ("nN) Z m=("nN)+1=("nN)m=("nN) [�(z; x; u(m=N; x))� f(x; u(m=N; x))℄ dt:Applying estimate (2.21) for the funtion � 2 H(f) with T = 1=(N"n) and � =m=("nN) in order to estimate the right-hand side of (2.32), we derive that(2.33)  Z (m+1)=Nm=N [�(t="n; x; u(m=N; x))� f(x; u(m=N; x))℄ dtL1(
)! 0as "n ! 0. Inserting this estimate to (2.31), we derive (2.29). Lemma 2.2 is proven.Proof of the theorem. Reall that, due to estimates (2.13) and (2.24) and the om-patness of the embedding �2p � �p, the family of attrators fA"; " 2 Rg ispreompat in �p. Consequently, it only remains to verify that, for every "n ! 0and un 2 A"n suh that un ! u in �p, the limit point u belongs to A0 (see, e.g.,[2℄). Let us verify this assertion. Indeed, aording to desription (2.13), there existthe nonlinearities �n 2 H(f) and bounded omplete solutions un 2 K"n�n , i.e. un(t),t 2 R, satisfying the equations(2.34) �tun = a�xun � �n(t="n; x; un) + gsuh that un(0) = un. Note that, thanks to (1.1) and (2.13), we have the uniformestimate(2.35) kunkW (1;2);p([T;T+1℄�
) � Q(kgkLp)where Q is independent of n and T 2 R. Reall, that the spaes W (1;2);p([T; T +1℄ � 
) are reexive and, onsequently (due to the Cantor's diagonal proedure),we may assume without loss of generality that there is a funtion u(t) suh that(2.36) kukW (1;2);p([T;T+1℄�
) � Q(kgkLp)14



and(2.37) un + u weakly in W (1;2);p([T; T + 1℄� 
);for every T 2 R. Note also that, due to the ompatness of the embeddingW (1;2);p([T; T + 1℄� 
) � C([T; T + 1℄� 
), onvergene (2.37) implies the strongonvergene in C:(2.38) un ! u strongly in C([T; T + 1℄� 
);for every T 2 R. Partiularly, u(0) = u and, onsequently, it remains to provethat u 2 K0f passing to the limit n ! 1 in equations (2.34) (e.g., in the sense ofdistributions).As usual, passing to the limit n!1 in the linear terms of (2.34) is an immediateand the only problem is to pass to the limit in the non-linear term. To this end, wereall that the hull H(f) is ompat in Cb(R;M) and, onsequently, without lossof generality, we may assume that �n ! � 2 H(f) in this spae, and introdue thefollowing identity:(2.39) �n(t="n; x; un(t; x)� f(x; u(t; x)) == ��n(t="n; x; un(t; x))� �n(t="n; x; u(t; x))�++ ��n(t="n; x; u(t; x))� �(t="n; x; u(t; x))�+ ��(t="n; x; u(t; x))� f(x; u(t; x))�:The �rst term in the right-hand side of (2.39) tends to zero (in L1([T; T +1℄�
))due to onvergene (2.38) and assumption (0.6). The seond one is also tends tozero due to the onvergene �n ! � in Cb(R;M). And �nally, the third one tendsto zero weakly in Lp([T; T+1℄�
) due to Lemma 2.2. Thus, the limit funtion u(t)satis�es limit equation (2.22) and, onsequently, u 2 A0. Theorem 2.3 is proven.x3 The averaging of individual solutions: qualitative aspets.In this Setion, we reprove the lassial Krylov-Bogolubov's averaging priniplefor the ase of (0.1) and verify that the operators U"�(t; �) : �p ! �p, de�ned in(2.9) onverge to S0t�� as " ! 0 uniformly with respet to � 2 H(f). This resultwill be essentially used in the next setions in order to larify the struture of theattrators A" for small " > 0. We start with the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then, for every R > 0,there exist a onstant KR and a funtion �R(") suh that �R(")! 0 as "! 0 and(3.1) kU"�(� + t; �)u0 � S0t u0k�p � eKRt�R(")uniformly with respet to � 2 H(f), u0 2 BR and � 2 RFor the proof of the theorem, we need the improved version of Lemma 2.2.15



Lemma 3.1. Let KC andKLl , 1 < l <1, be arbitrary ompat sets in C([0; 1℄�
)and Ll([0; 1℄ � 
) respetively. Then there, exists a funtion �(") (depending onKC and KLl) suh that �(")! 0 as "! 0 and(3.2) ����Z[0;1℄�
[�(t="; x; u(t; x))� f(x; u(t; x))℄�(t; x) dt dx����� �(");for every � 2 H(f), u 2 KC and � 2 KLl.Proof of the lemma. Indeed, assume that the assertion is wrong. Then, there exist�n ! � 2 H(f), un ! u 2 KC , �n ! � 2 KLl , and "n ! 0 suh that(3.3) ����Z[0;1℄�
[�n(t="n; x; un(t; x))� f(x; un(t; x))℄�n(t; x) dt dx���� � �0 > 0:Passing to the limit n!1 in (3.3) and using identity (2.39) together with ondi-tions (2.2) on � 2 H(f), we derive that����Z[0;1℄�
[�(t="n; x; u(t; x))� f(x; u(t; x))℄�(t; x) dt dx����� �0=2;for n >> 1 large enough, whih ontradits the assertion of Lemma 2.2. Lemma3.1 is proven.Proof of the theorem. We �rst note that T�� 2 H(f), for every � 2 R if � 2 H(f),onsequently, we may verify (3.1) for � = 0 only.Let u0 2 BR � �p and let u"(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0, u0(t) := S0t u0 be the orre-sponding solutions of non-averaged and averaged equations respetively. We setv"(t) := u"(t)� u0(t). Then, this funtion obviously satis�es the equation(3.4) �tv" � a�xv" = h"(t; x) := �[�(t="; x; u"(t))� �(t="; x; u0(t))℄�� [�(t="; x; u0(t))� f(x; u0(t))℄; v"��t=0 = 0:Multiplying now equation (3.4) by v"(t), integratining over x 2 
 and using that�0u is uniformly bounded (thanks to assumption (0.6)), we obtain(3.5) �tkv"(t)k2L2 �KRkv"(t)k2L2 � 2 �[�(t="; x; u0(t))� f(x; u0(t))℄; v"(t)� :Moreover, due to estimates (1.1) and (2.23), we have(3.6) ku0kW (1;2);p([T;T+1℄�
) + kv"kW (1;2);p([T;T+1℄�
) � QRand, onsequently (due to the ompatness of embedding W (1;2);p � C), the setsfu0(t); u0 2 BRg and fv"(t); u0 2 BRg are ompat in C([T; T +1℄�
) (uniformlywith respet to T 2 R+). Therefore, Lemma 3.1 implies the estimate(3.7) ����Z T+1T �[�(t="; x; u0(t))� f(x; u0(t))℄; v"(t)� dt���� � �0R(")16



where �0R is independnet of u0 2 BR, � 2 H(f), T 2 R+ and tends to zero as "! 0.Inserting this estimate into the right-hand side of (3.5) and using the Gronwall'slemma, we derive that(3.8) kv"(t)k20;2 � CeKRt�0R("):In order to dedue (3.1) from (3.8), we note that the funtion h"(t; x) in the right-hand side of (3.4) is uniformly bounded in L1(R+ �
) (thanks to (0.4) and (3.6)),onsequently(3.9) Z T+1T kh"(t)k2pL2p dt � Q0Runiformly with respet to � 2 H(f), u0 2 BR and T 2 R+ . Applying now the L2p-regularity theorem for heat equations to (3.4) and using (3.9) and that v"(0) = 0,we derive(3.10) kv"(t)k�2p � Q00R:The interpolation inequality(3.11) kv"(t)k�p � Ckv"(t)k(1�)L2 kv"(t)k�2p(with  = 1� 1=(2p� 1)) together with (3.8) and (3.10) imply (3.1). Theorem 3.1is proven.In the next setions we will need also the analogue of (3.1) for Frehet derivativesof U"�(t; �). To this end, we �rst formulate the standard result on the di�erentiabilitywith respet to the initial values.Theorem 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, the operatorU"�(� + t; �) is Frehet di�erentialble with respet to the initial values u0 2 �p andit's derivative Du0U"�(� + t; �)(u0) 2 L(�p;�p) at point u0 2 �p an be alulatedas follows:(3.12) Du0U"�(t+ �; �)(u0)� := v�(t+ �)where � 2 �p is an arbitrary vetor and v�(t) is a solution of the equation ofvariations whih orresponds to (0.1):(3.13) �tv�(t) = a�xv�(t)� �0u(t="; x; u(t))v�(t); v�(�) = �where u(t) := U"�(t; �)u0. Moreover, this derivative satis�es the following uniformestimates:(3.14) kDu0U"�(� + t; �)(u0)kL(�p;�p) � QReKRtwhere QR and KR are independent of u0 2 BR, " > 0, � 2 H(f) and � 2 R, and(3.15) kU"�(t+ �; �)u10 � U"�(t+ �; �)u20 �Du0U"�(t+ �; �)(u10)(u10 � u20)k�p �� CReKRtku10 � u20k�pku10 � u20kLpwhere CR and KR are independent of u10; u20 2 BR, " > 0, � 2 H(f) and � 2 R.The derivation of estimates (3.14) and (3.15) are ompletely standard so we omitit here (see e.g. [2℄). The fat that these estimates are uniform (with respet to" and �) follows from the fat that estimate (0.6) holds uniformly with respet to� 2 H(f). 17



Corollary 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold. Then the Frehet deriv-ative Du0U"�(t+ �; �)(u0) is Lipshitz ontinuous with respet to u0. Moreover,(3.16) kDu0U"�(t+ �; �)(u10)�Du0U"�(t+ �; �)(u20)kL(�p;�p) � QReKRtku10�u20k�pwhere QR and KR are independent of u10; u20 2 BR, � 2 H(f), " > 0, and � 2 R.Indeed, (3.16) is an immediate orollary of (3.15).Remark 3.1. Estimates (3.13){(3.16) remain true for " = 0 as well if we de�neU0�(t; �) := S0t�� , where S0t is a semigroup, generated by averaged problem (2.22).We are now ready to formulate and prove the averaging priniple for the Frehetderivatives.Theorem 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, for every R > 0,there exist a onstant KR > 0 and a funtion �R("), suh that �R(")! 0 as "! 0and(3.17) kDu0U"�(� + t; �)(u0)�Du0S0t (u0)kL(�p;�p) � eKRt�R(");for all � 2 H(f), u0 2 BR, and � 2 R.Proof. As in Theorem 3.1, we may verify (3.17) for � = 0 only. Let u0 2 BR � �pand u0(t) := S0t u0, u"(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0 be the orresponding solutions of averagedand non-averaged system respetively. Let also � 2 �p be an arbitrary vetor andv"�(t) := Du0U"�(t; 0)(u0)�, v0� (t) := Du0S0t (u0)� be the orresponding solution ofequation of variations, i.e.(3.18) ( �tv"�(t)� a�xv"�(t) = ��0u(t="; x; u"(t))v"�(t); v"�(0) = �;�tv0� (t)� a�xv0� (t) = �f 0u(x; u0(t))v0� (t); v0� (0) = �:Without loss of generality, we may assume that k�k�p = 1. Then, analogously toTheorem 1.2, we derive that(3.19) kv"�kW (1;2);p([T;T+1℄�
) + kv0�kW (1;2);p([T;T+1℄�
) � QReKRT :Let w�(t) := v"�(t)� v0� (t). Then, this funtion obviously satis�es the equation(3.20) �tw�(t)�a�xw�(t) = f 0u(x; u0(t))v0� (t)��0u(t="; x; u"(t))v"�(t); w�(0) = 0:In order to estimate the right-hand side of (3.20), we use the following identity:(3.21) �0u(t="; x; u"(t))v"�(t)� f(x; u0(t))v0� (t) == [�0u(t="; x; u"(t))� �0u(t="; x; u0(t))℄v"�(t)++ �0u(t="; x; u0(t))w�(t) + [�0u(t="; x; u0(t))� f 0u(x; u0(t))℄v0� (t):Multiplying (3.20) by w�(t), using (3.21) and estimating(3.22) j([�0u(t="; x; u"(t))� �0u(t="; x; u0(t))℄v"�(t); w�(t))j �� CRku"(t)� u0(t)kL1kv�(t)kL1(kv"�(t)kL1 + kv0� (t)kL1) � QRe2KRt�R(")18



(due to (3.1), (3.19) and the embedding �p � C), we derive that(3.23) �tkw�(t)k2L2 �KRkw�(tk2L2 � QRe2KRt�R(")++ 2�[�0u(t="; x; u0(t))� f 0u(x; u0(t))℄v0�(t); w�(t)� :In order to estimate the last term in the right-hand side of (3.23) we note that(due to uniform estimate (3.19)) the set fv0� (t)w�(t)e�2KRt; u0 2 BRg is uni-formly bounded in W (1;2);p([T; T + 1℄ � 
), T 2 R and, onsequently, (due tothe ompatness of the embedding W (1;2);p � C) this set of funtions is ompat inC([T; T + 1℄� 
) (uniformly with respet to T 2 R+). Thus, aording to Lemma3.1 (applied to the almost periodi funtion �0u instead of �), we have(3.24) ���� Z T+1T �[�0u(t="; x; u0(t))� f 0u(x; u0(t))℄v0�(t); w�(t)� dt���� �� QRe2KRT�0R(")where �0(")! 0 as "! 0. Inserting this estimate to (3.23) and using the Gronwall'slemma, we �nally obtain that(3.25) kw�(t)k�p � QRe2KRt�00R("):The derivation of (3.17) from (3.25) is the same as in Theorem 3.1, namely, applyingthe L2p-regularity theorem for heat equations to relation (3.20) and using (3.19)and that w�(0) = 0, we have(3.26) kw�(t)k�2p � QReKRtwhere the onstants are independent of � 2 H(f), " > 0 and u0 2 BR. The inter-polation inequality (3.11) together with (3.25) and (3.26) imply (3.17). Theorem3.3 is proven.x4 The averaging of individual solutions: quantitative aspets.This Setion, we disuss the problem of �nding of the quantitative estimates forthe di�erene between the orresponding solutions of averaged and non-averagedequations in terms of the parameter " or (whih is the same) of larifying the rateof onvergene of the funtion �R(") to zero as " ! 0. As usual, this problem islosely related with the existene of a bounded z-primitive for the almost periodifuntion f(z; x; v)� f(x; v) with zero mean.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let, in addition, thefuntion f(z; x; v)�f(x; v) possess a z-primitive F (z) whih is almost-periodi withvalues inM (F 2 AP (R;M), where the spaeM is the same as in Setion 2), i.e.,(4.1) F 0z(z; x; v) = f(z; x; v)� f(x; v)Then(4.2) kU"�(t+ �; �)u0 � S0t u0kLp � CR"1=2eKRt19



where CR and KR are independent of " > 0, � 2 H(f), u0 2 BR, and � 2 R.Proof. As before, we may assume without loss of generality that � = 0. Note alsothat, sine F is almost periodi with values in M, we have the uniform estimate:(4.3) jF(z; x; v)j+ jF 0v(z; x; v)j+ jF 00vv(z; x; v)j � Q(jvj)where the monotoni funtion Q is independent of F 2 H(F ), z 2 R, and x 2 
.Moreover, it is not diÆult to verify passing to the limit in (4.1) that, for every� 2 H(f), there exists F := F� 2 H(F ) suh that(4.4) F 0z(z; x; v) = �(z; x; v)� f(x; v):Let now u0 2 BR and u"(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0, u0(t) := S0t u0 be the orrespondingsolutions of the non-averaged and averaged problem respetively. Then, the fun-tion v"(t) := u"(t) � u0(t) obviously satis�es equation (3.4). Multiplying the i-thequation of (3.4) by vi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2 integrating over x 2 
, t 2 [0; T ℄ and taking asum over i = 1; � � � ; k, we derive (analogously to (1.6), (1.12) and (3.5)) that(4.5) kv"(T )kpLp � KR Z T0 kv"(t)kpLp dt++ kXi=1 Z T0 �[�i(t="; x; u0(t))� f i(x; u0(t))℄; vi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2� dt:Integrating by parts in the integrals in the right-hand side of (4.5) and using as-sumption (4.4), we derive(4.6) Z T0 �[�i(t="; x; u0(t))� f i(x; u0(t))℄; vi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2� dt == " �Fi(t="; x; u0(T )); vi"(T )jvi"(T )jp�2��� (p� 1)" Z T0 �Fi(t="; x; u0(t)); �tvi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2� dt�� " Z T0 �(Fi)0v(t="; x; u0(t))�tu0(t); vi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2� dt:Let us estimate every term in the right-hand side of (4.6). Indeed, it follows from(4.3), (2.23) and from the H�older inequality that(4.7) "j �Fi(t="; x; u0(T )); vi"(T )jvi"(T )jp�2� j � C"pkF(T="; x; u0(T ))kpLp++ 1=(2k)kv"(T )kpLp � QR"p + 1=(2k)kv"(T )kpLp :Analogously,(4.8) "����Z T0 �(Fi)0v(t="; x; u0(t))�tu0(t); vi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2� dt���� �� C"p Z T0 kF 0v(t="; x; u0(t))kpL1k�tu0(t)kpLp dt+ Z T0 kv"(t)kpLp dt �� QRT"p + Z T0 kv"(t)kpLp dt:20



And �nally,(4.9) "����Z T0 �Fi(t="; x; u0(t)); �tvi"(t)jvi"(t)jp�2� dt���� �� C"p=2 Z T0 kF(t="; x; u0(t))kpLpk�tv"(t)kpLp dt+ Z T0 kv"(t)kpLp dt �� QRT"p=2 + Z T0 kv"(t)kpLp dt:Here we have used the fat that v" is bounded in W (1;2);p([T; T +1℄�
). Insertingthese estimates into the right-hand side of (4.6), we derive the inequality(4.10) kv"(T )kpLp � Q0RT"p=2 +K 0R Z T0 kv"(t)kpLp dt:The Gronwall's lemma implies now estimate (4.2). Theorem 4.1 is proven.Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then(4.11) kU"�(t+ �; �)u0 � S0t u0k�p � CR"1=2(2p�1)eKRtwhere CR and KR are independent of " > 0, � 2 H(f), u0 2 BR, and � 2 R.Indeed, (4.11) is an immediate orollary of (4.2) and interpolation inequality(3.11).Let us now disuss the assumptions of the proved theorem. We �rst note thatin the ase where f(z; x; v) is periodi with respet to z, assumption (4.1) is au-tomatially satis�ed. Indeed, sine the periodi funtion f(z; x; v)� f(x; v) has azero mean, a funtion(4.12) F (z; x; v) := Z z0 [f(z; x; v)� f(x; v)℄ dzwill be bounded, ontinuous and periodi with respet to z. However, for gen-eral ases where f(z; x; v) is almost-periodi (or quasi-periodi) with respet to zfuntion (4.12) may be unbounded with respet to z (see e.g. [21℄). Suh strangebehaviour of (4.12) is possible due to the fat that in ontrast to the periodiase the almost-periodi funtion may have arbitrarily small Fourier modes and,onsequently, small denominators may appear in (4.12) after the integration.Thus, verifying whether or not integral (4.12) is bounded (or (whih is the same)is almost-periodi) with respet to z is a rather ompliated problem (see [21℄ forfurther examples and explanations). That is why, we give below only several suÆ-ient onditions, whih are formulated in terms of Fourier amplitudes and Fouriermodes of the funtion f(z; x; v). Reall (see [21℄), that an almost-periodi funtionf(z) an be expanded into Fourier series:(4.13) f(z; x; v) �Xk2ZA!k(x; v)eiwkzwhere !k 2 R is a ontable number of Fourier modes and A!k 2 M are theorresponding Fourier amplitudes whih an be found by the following formula:(4.14) Ak(x; v) := limT!1 1T Z T0 f(z; x; v)e�i!kz dzPartiularly, A0(x; v) � f(x; v). 21



Proposition 4.1. Assume that, for every R > 0(4.15) Xk2Z;!k 6=0(1 + j!kj�1)kA!kkR < QR <1(the norm k � kR is de�ned by (2.3)). Then, funtion (4.12) is bounded and almost-periodi with respet to z (with values in M) and, onsequently, satis�es the as-sumptions of Theorem 4.1.Proof. Indeed, in this ase, the funtion f is obviously reprsented by uniformlyonvergent series (4.13) and, onsequently,(4.150) F (z; x; v) = Xk2Z;!k 6=0A!k(x; v) 1! k �ei!kz � 1� :Condition (4.15) guarantees the uniform onvergene of (4.150) and the estimatekF (z; x; v)kR � 2QR:Proposition 4.1 is proven.Let us now onsider the partiular ase where f has only �nite number m ofrationally independent Fourier modes (i.e., f is quasiperiodi with respet to z). Inthis ase, there exists a vetor ! = (!1; � � � ; !m) 2 Rm of rationally independentmodes suh that every mode !k an be represented in the following form:(4.16) !k = (!; lk) := mXi=1 !ilik; lk 2 Zm:It is well known (see, e.g., [21℄) that (4.16) implies existene of a funtion G 2C(Tm;M) (where Tm := RmÆZm is an m-dimensional torus), suh that(4.17) f(z; x; v) = G(!1z; � � � ; !mz;x; v); G(�;x; v) � Xl2ZmAl(x; v)ei(�;l)with Al := A(!;l) in notations of (4.13).Proposition 4.2. Assume that the vetor of frequenes ! 2 Rm satis�es the fol-lowing Diophantine ondition:(4.18) j(!; l)j � C!jlj1�m�Æ;for some positive Æ < 1. Assume also that the funtion G in (4.17) is suÆientlysmooth with respet to �, namely,(4.19) G 2 C2m(Tm;M):Then the funtion f , de�ned by (4.17) has a quasi-periodi primitive F whih sat-is�es ondition (4.1) of Theorem 4.1.Proof. Indeed, assumption (4.19) implies that(4.20) kAlkR � QRÆjlj2m22



where QR is independent of l. Consequently, aording to (4.18) and (4.20),Xk2Z;!k 6=0 �1 + jwkj�1� kA!kkR � Xl2Zm;l 6=0 �1 + j(!; l)j�1� kAlkR �� QR Xl2Zm;l 6=0(1 + C!jljm�1+Æ)jlj�2m � Q0R Xl2Zm;l 6=0 jlj�m�1+Æ <1:Proposition 4.2 is proven.Remark 4.1. Note that the set of frequenes ! 2 Rm for whih Diophantineondition (4.18) is violated has a zero Lebesgue measure (see, e.g., [1℄). Thus,in a sene a bounded primitive exists for almost all suÆiently regular ((4.19) isassumed to be valid) quasiperiodi funtions with zero mean.Reall that Theorem 4.1 implies that the upper bound for di�erene between theorresponding solutions of non-averaged and averaged equations in Lp has at leastan order "1=2 with repet to ". In order to obtain the lower bounds we onsider thefollowing simplest example:(4.21) y0(t) + y(t) = sin t" ; y 2 R; y(0) = 0whih has a solution(4.22) y"(t) = "1 + "2 �� sin t" + " os t" � "e�t� :The orresponding solution of the averaged equation is obviously y0(t) � 0 and,onsequently, the lower bound for the rate of onvergene is "1 with respet to ".The next theorem shows that it is possible to obtain the upper bound with thesharp rate of onvergene "1 with respet to " if the nonlinearity f satis�es theassumptions of Proposition 4.1.Theorem 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let, in addition, thenon-linear funtion f satisfy the ondition (4.15). Then(4.23) kU"�(t+ �; �)u0 � S0t u0kLp(
) � CReKRt "where CR and KR are independent of " > 0, � 2 H(f), u0 2 BR, and � 2 R.Proof. As before, without loss of generality, we may assume that � = 0. Notealso that the Fourier modes !k and the modulus jA!k(x; v)j of Fourier amplitudesare the same for every � 2 H(f) and, onsequently, assumption (4.15) is satis�eduniformly with respet to � 2 H(f). Thus, without loss of generality, we may alsoassume also � = f .Let u0 2 BR and u"(t) := U"f (t; 0)u0, u0(t) := S0t u0 be the orresponding so-lutions of the non-averaged and averaged equations. Then, a funtion v"(t) :=u"(t)� u0(t) obviously satis�es the equation(4.24) �tv"(t)� a�xv"(t) = [f(t="; x; u"(t))� f(t="; x; u0(t))℄++ [f(t="; x; u0(t))� f(x; u0(t))℄ ; v"(0) = 0:23



We now introdue a funtion w"(t) as a solution of an auxiliary equation(4.25) �tw"(t)� a�xw"(t) = h"(t) := [f(t="; x; u0(t)))� f(x; u0(t))℄; w"(0) = 0:In order to solve (4.25), we expand h"(t) in Fourier series (4.13)(4.250) h"(t; x) = X!k 6=0A!k(x; u0(t; x))ei!kt=":The uniform onvergene of (4.250) is guaraneed by assumption (4.15). Let usintrodue a funtion(4.26) �"(t; x) := X!k 6=0 ei!kt=" ��i!k" � a�x��1Ak(x; u0(t; x)):We note that (4.26) satis�es (4.25) if u0 � u0(x) is independent of t. In order toestimate (4.26), we reall that the operator �a�x generates an analyti semigroupin Lp(
) (see, e.g., [16℄). Therefore, the following estimate holds for it's resolvent(4.27) j�j � k(�� a�x)�1kLp!Lp � Cp; 8� 2 iR:Partiularly, (4.27) implies that(4.28) ��i!k" � a�x��1 Lp!Lp� Cp "j!kjand, onsequently, due to (4.15) and (2.23),(4.29) k�"(t)kLp � Cp" X!k 6=0 j!kj�1kA!k(x; u0(t; x))kLp � Q0R ";for the appropriate Q0R. Let now W"(t) := w"(t) � �"(t). Then, this funtionsatis�es the equation(4.30) �tW"(t)� a�xW"(t) = H"(t); W"(0) = ��"(0)where(4.31) H"(t) := � X!k 6=0 ei!kt=" ��i!k" � a�x��1 �(Ak)0v(x; u0(t; x))�tu0(t; x)�:Using now (4.28), (4.15) and (2.23) and arguing as before, we derive the estimate(4.32) kH"kLp([T;T+1℄�
) � Q0R "k�tu0kLp([T;T+1℄!) � Q00R "where Q00R is independent of T . Having estimates (4.29) and (4.32), we may deduefrom (4.30) (multiplying the ith equation by W i" jW i"jp�2 and arguing analogouslyto (1.6)) that(4.33) kW"(t)kLp � CR ";24



for some CR > 0. Combining (4.29) and (4.33), we �nally dedue that(4.34) kw"(t)kLp � C 0R ":We are now ready to �nish the proof of the theorem. To this end, we introdue onemore funtion V"(t) := v"(t)� w"(t) whih obviously satis�es the equation(4.35) �tV"(t)� a�xV"(t) + l"(t)V"(t) = �l"(t)w"(t); V"(0) = 0where l"(t; x) := R 10 f 0v(t="; x; su"(t)+(1�s)u0(t)) ds. Reall that, due to (0.6), (1.1)and (2.23), we have kl"(t; x)kL1 � QR, onsequently, (4.34) implies the estimate(4.36) kl"w"kLp([T;T+1℄�
) � C 00R ":Using (4.36) and arguing as in (1.6), we derive from (4.35) the following estimate:(4.37) kV"(t)kLp � CReKRt ";for the appropriate onstants CR and QR. This estimate together with (4.34) imply(4.23). Theorem 4.2 is proven.Remark 4.2. Note that, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, we may verifythat (4.23) remains true with the exponent p replaed by any finite r � p.Remark 4.3. Note that the onstant KR in (4.23) depends only on onstants andfuntions introdued in (0.4){(0.6) and is independent of frequenes !l. But theonstant CR in (4.23) depends on sum (4.15) (onsequently, depends on small de-nominators and is extremely sensitive to small perturbations of !l) in the followingway:(4.38) CR � C 0R Xk2Z;!k 6=0(1 + j!kj�1)kA!kkRwhere C 0R is already independent of !l. Moreover, if (instead of onvergene (4.15))we only have that(4.39) Xk2Z;!k 6=0(1 + j!kj�1+Æ)kA!kkR < Q0R <1;for some 0 � Æ < 1, then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, but using insteadof (4.28) a weaker estimate(4.40) ��i!k" � a�x��1 Lp!Lp� Cp � "j!kj�1�Æ ;we derive the following analogue of (4.23):(4.41) kU"�(t+ �; �)u0 � S0t u0kLp(
) � LReKRt "1�Æwhere the onstant KR is also independent of !l and the onstant LR satis�es thefollowing analogue of (4.38):(4.42) LR � C 00R Xk2Z;!k 6=0(1 + j!kj�1+Æ)kA!kkRwhere C 00R is already independent of !l. We will essentially use this simple ob-servation in Setion 7 in order to obtain the probabilisti interpretation for thequanititative averaging of regular attrators.25



x5 The averaging near a hyperboli equilibrum.This Setion is devoted to the detailed study of the behaviour of non-averagedsystem (0.1) in a neibourhood of a hyperboli equilibrium of averaged system (2.22).To be more preise, we assume that there is z0 = z0(x) 2 �p whih satis�es theequation(5.1) a�xz0 � f(x; z0) = g; z0���
 = 0:We onsider the equation of variation whih orresponds to the equilibrium z0 (seeTheorem 3.2):(5.2) �tw = Lz0w := a�xw � f 0v(x; z0)w; w(t) 2 �p; w(0) = �:It is well known that the resolvent of the operator Lz0 is ompat in Lp(
) (par-tiularly, the spetrum of Lz0 is disrete) and generates an analyti semigroup inLp(
)(5.3) Dv0S0t (z0)� = eLz0 t�:Our main assumption for this setion is that the equilibrium z0 is hyperboli, i.e.,the spetrum of Lz0 does not inerset the imaginary axis:(5.4) �(Lz0) \ iR = ?:Let �� : Lp ! Lp and �+ : Lp ! Lp be the spetral projetors whih orrespondto the stable (fRe� < 0g) and to the unstable (fRe� > 0g) parts of the spetrumof Lz0 respetively and let V � := ��Lp and V + := �+Lp be the orrespondingspetral subspaes (see [16℄). Then, the subspaes V� are invariant with respet toeLz0 t:(5.5) eLz0 tV � = V �; Lp = V + + V �; V + \ V � = f0gand, moreover, the spae V + is �nite dimensional �(z0) := dimV + <1 (reall that�(z0) is alled the unstable index of the equilibrium z0). The following lassial re-sult desribes the behaviour of a linearized system near the hyperboli equilibrium.Proposition 5.1. Let z0 2 �p be a hyperboli equilibrium. Then, there exist C > 0and � > 0 suh that(5.6) � keLz0 t��kLp � Ce��tk��kLp ; 8�� 2 V �;keLz0 t�+kLp � C�1e�tk�+kLp ; 8�+ 2 V +:Moreover, if �+ 2 �p\V + (resp. �� 2 �p\V �), then estimates (5.6) remain validwith Lp replaed by �p.For the proof of the proposition, see, e.g. [16℄.The main task of this setion is to obtain the desription, analogous to (5.6),for non-averaged system (0.1) for suÆiently small " in a small (but independentof ") neighbourhood of z0 (surely, the linear subspaes V � will be replaed bythe appropriate nonlinear manifolds). We start by onstruting an almost-periodisolution of (0.1), whih orresponds to the equilibrum z0 as " = 0.26



Theorem 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold and let z0 2 �p be ahyperboli equilibrum for averaged system (2.22). Then, there exist Æ > 0 and"0 > 0 suh that, for every � 2 H(f) and every " < "0, equation (2.8) has a uniquesolution u"�(t), whih is de�ned for all t 2 R and belongs to the Æ-neighbourhood ofz0 for all t, i.e., this solution is uniquely de�ned by the assumption(5.7) supt2R ku"�(t)� z0k�p � Æ:Moreover, this solution is almost-periodi with respet to t with the same frequenybasis as f(t="; x; v) and tends to z0 as "! 0:(5.8) lim"!0 supt2R ku"�(t)� z0k�p = 0:Proof. In order to simplify the notations, we only onsider below the ase � = f ,although all the estimates, obtained below, are uniform with respet to � 2 H(f).Assume that the solution u(t) := u"f (t) is already onstruted. Then, it obviouslysatis�es the following relation:(5.9) u(m+ 1) = U"f (m+ 1;m)u(m); 8� 2 R:Conversally, if the funtion u(m), m 2 Z satis�es (5.9), then the funtion u(�) :=U"f (�;m)u(m), � 2 [m;m+1℄ satis�es equation (0.1). Thus, instead of solving (0.1)it is suÆient to solve (5.9). Denote,(5.10) S"(�) := U"f (� + 1; �) := S01 +K"(�):Then, it follows from Theorems 3.1{3.3 that(5.11) kK"(�)v0k�p + kDv0K"(�)(v0)kL(�p;�p) � �R("); kv0k�p � Rwhere the funtion �R is independent of � and tends to 0 as "! 0. Moreover, dueto Theorem 3.2, we have also the estimate(5.12) kDv0K"(�)(v10)�Dv0K"(�)(v20)kL(�p;�p) � CRkv10 � v20k�p ;for v10 ; v20 2 BR. Reall also that, due to Theorem 3.2, we have(5.13) kS01v0 � z0k�p + kDv0S01(v0)� LkL(�p ;�p) � CRkv0 � z0k�p ;for kv0k � R and L := Dv0S01 = eLz0 .Estimates (5.10){(5.13) allow to apply the impliit funtion theorem to relation(5.9). Indeed, let(5.14) R(�p) := Cb(Z;�p)be the spae of all bounded sequenes with values in �p. Consider a funtion(5.15) F : R(�b)�R+ ! R(�b); F(w; ")m := wm�S10wm�1�K"(m� 1)vm�1:It follows from (5.10){(5.14) that F(z0; 0) = 0, that F is Frehet di�erentiablewith respet to the �rst argument and it's derivative DwF(w; ") is ontinuous at(w; ") = (z0; 0). Thus, it only remains to verify that the linear operator(5.16) DwF(0; 0) : R(�p)!R(�p); [DwF(0; 0)w℄m = wm � Lwm�1is invertible. The following standard lemma shows that this is an immediate orol-lary of the fat that z0 is hyperboli. 27



Lemma 5.1. Let z0 be a hyperboli equilibrium. Then, operator (5.16) is invertiblein R(�p) and in R(Lp), i.e., for every h 2 R(�p) (resp. h 2 R(Lp)), the equation(5.17) vm = Lvm�1 + hm�1has a unique bounded solution v := Th 2 R(�p) (resp. v 2 R(Lp)). Moreover, thesolving operator T satis�es the following estimate:(5.18) kTkR(�p)!R(�p) + kTkR(Lp)!R(Lp) � C:Proof. Indeed, let v�m := ��vm, h�m := ��hm, and L� := ��L. Then, obviously,(5.19) v�m = Lv�m�1 + h�m�1:It now follows from Proposition 5.1 that a unique bounded solution of (5.19) isde�ned by the following expression:(5.20) v+m := � +1Xl=m �L+�m�1�l h+l ; v�m := mXl=�1 �L��m�1�l h�l :The onvergene of series (5.20) and estimate (5.18) are immediate orollaries ofestimates (5.6). Lemma 5.1 is proven.We are now ready to �nish the proof of the theorem. Indeed, all onditions ofthe impliit funtion theorem is veri�ed for funtion (5.15) and, onsequently, thereexist Æ > 0 and "0 > 0 suh that, for every " < "0 in the Æ-neighbourhood of z0,there exists a unique funtion u" 2 R(�p) suh that(5.21) F(u"; ") � 0; ; ku" � z0kR(�p) � Æor (whih is the same) u"(m), m 2 Z satis�es (5.9). Moreover, u" ! z0 in R(�p)as " ! 0. Thus, the existene of a bounded solution u"(m) = u"f (m) of equation(5.9) is proven. Analogously, we an establish the existene of the solution u"�(m)for every nonlinearity � belonging to the hull H(f) of the initial nonlinearity f .Moreover, it an be easily proven using the expliit onstrution of u" given abovethat u"�(m) depends ontinuously on � 2 H(f). The desired solution u"�(t), t 2 R,an be now de�ned as follows: u"�(t) := u"Tt="�(0):The almost-peridiity of this solution follows from the fat that the funtion � !u"�(0) is ontinuous and that the ow Tt=" : H(f)!H(f) is almost-periodi (sinef is assumed to be almost-periodi, see [21℄ for the details). Theorem 5.1 is proven.Remark 5.1. The results similar to the proved above are often refered as 'globalaveraging priniple' or 'the seond Bogolubov's theorem'.The next orollary gives the quantitative estimate for the rate of onvergene in(5.8) under the assumptions of Setion 4.28



Corollary 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorems 5.1 and 4.1 hold. Then(5.22) supt2R ku"�(t)� z0kLp � C"1=2where C is independent of � 2 H(f). Moreover, let, in addition, the assumtions ofTheorem 4.3 hold. Then the improved version of (5.22) is valid:(5.23) supt2R ku"�(t)� z0kLp � C 0"where C 0 is independent of " � "0 and � 2 H(f).Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we only onsider the ase � = f , moreover,we only derive below estimate (5.23). Estimate (5.22) is ompletely analogous onlyinstead of (4.23) one should use (4.2).Note that the funtion u"(m) := u"f (m), m 2 Z satis�es the relation(5.24) u"(m)� z0 = L(u"(m� 1)� z0)++ [S01(u"(m� 1)�S01(z0)�Dv0S01(z0)(u"(m� 1)� z0)℄ +K"(m� 1)(u"(m� 1))(see (5.9){(5.13)). Aording to (4.23), we have(5.25) kK"(m� 1)(u"(m� 1))kLp � C":Moreover, due to Theorem 3.2, the seond term in the right-hand side of (5.24) anbe estimated as follows:(5.26) kS01(u"(m� 1)� S01(z0)�Dv0S01(z0)(u"(m� 1)� z0)kLp �� Cku" � z0kR(�p)ku" � z0kR(Lp):Applying the operator T, de�ned in Lemma 5.1 to both sides of (5.24) and usingestimates (5.18), (5.25) and (5.26), we derive that(5.27) ku" � z0kR(Lp) � C1ku" � z0kR(�p)ku" � z0kR(Lp) + C2":Reall that, aording to Theorem 5.1, ku"�z0kR(�p) ! 0 as "! 0. Consequently,for a suÆiently smal " > 0, (5.27) implies the estimateku" � z0kR(Lp) � 2C2":Corollary 5.1 is proven.Introdue now the perturbed unstable sets M+z0;Æ(�; "), � 2 H(f), of the equilib-rium z0 by the following standard expression:(5.28) M+z0;Æ(�; ") := fu(0) : 9u(t), t � 0 is a bakward solutionof problem (2.8), suh that ku(t)� z0k�p � Æ; t � 0g:The following theorem shows that sets (5.28) are smooth �nite dimensional sub-manifolds of �p if Æ and " are small enough.29



Theorem 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Then, there exist Æ > 0and "0 > 0 suh that, for every " < 0 and every � 2 H(f), sets (5.28) are �(z0)-dimensional C1-submanifolds, whih are di�eomorphed to the unstable subspaeV +. As usual, these manifolds an be represented as graphfs of C1 funtions N�;" :V + ! V �:(5.29) M+z0;Æ(�; ") = VÆ(z0)\fu0 := u"�(0)+v+0 +v�0 : v�0 2 V �; v�0 = N�;"(v+0 )gwhere VÆ(z0) is a Æ-neighbourhood of z0 in �p, and funtions N�;" are ontin-uous with respet to � 2 H(f), for every fixed " > 0. Moreover, for everyu0 2 M+z0;Æ(�; ") there exists a unique bakward solution u(t) 2 VÆ(z0), u(0) = u0,of problem (2.8) and this solution satis�es the estimate(5.30) ku(t)� u"�(t)k�p � Ce(�=2)tku(0)� u"�(0)k�p ; t � 0where � > 0 is de�ned in Proposition 5.1, C is independent of ", u0 and �, and thesolution u"�(t) is onstruted in Theorem 5.1.Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 we only onsider below the ase � = f (theontinuity of the obtained manifolds with respet to � 2 H(f) will be lear fromthe onstrution given below). Moreover, in order to onstrut manifold (5.28) we�rst prove that the set of all bakward solutions of (0.1) whih belong to VÆ(z0)is in a fat a smooth manifold in the orresponding funtional spae. We seek forthis bakward solution in the form u"f (m) + w(m), m 2 Z�, where u"f is de�nedin Theorem 5.1 and w 2 R�(�p) := Cb(Z�;�p) satis�es the following relation(ompare with (5.24)):(5.31) w(m) = Lw(m � 1)++ [S01(w(m� 1) + u"f (m� 1))� S01(u"f (m� 1))�Dv0S01(z0)w(m� 1)℄++ [K"(m� 1)(w(m� 1) + u"f (m� 1))�K"(m� 1)(u"f (m� 1))℄where m = 0;�1; � � � . To transform relation (5.31), we need the following spaeR�� (�p) := fv 2 R�(�p) : supm2Z� e��mkw(m)k�p <1g; � 2 Rand simple analogue of Lemma 5.1 for the spaes R�� (�p).Lemma 5.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 hold. Then, for every h 2R�� (�p), j�j � �=2, and for every v+0 2 V + the problem(5.32) v(m) = Lv(m � 1) + h(m� 1); �+v(0) = v+0has a unique solution v := Iv+0 + T�h, where I : V + ! R�� (�p) is a boundedlinear operator, whih orresponds to the solution of (5.32) with h � 0, and T� :R�� (�p)!R�� (�p) is a bounded linear operator, whih orresponds to the solutionof (5.32) with v+0 = 0.We left the rigorous proof of the lemma (whih is based on estimates (5.6) andis ompletely analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.1) to the reader.30



We are now ready to �nish the proof of the theorem. Applying Lemma 5.2 toequation (5.31) and denoting the seond and the third term in the right-hand sideof (5.31) by S(w(m�1); ") and K (w(m�1); ") respetively, we derive the followingrelation for w:(5.33) w = Iv+0 + T�S(w; ")+ T�K (w; ")where v+0 = �+w(0). As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we are going to apply theexpliit funtion theorem to relation (5.33). Indeed, introdue a funtionF : R�(�p)� V + � R+ !R�(�p)by the relation(5.34) F(w; v+0 ; ") := w � Iv+0 � T�S(w; ")+ T�K (w; "):Using estimates (3.15) and (3.16), we derive that(5.35) kS(w(m); ")k�p � C1kw(m)k2�p + C2kw(m)k�pku"f (m)� z0k�pkDv0S(w(m); ")k�p!�p � C3ku"f (m)� z0k�p ;for the appropriate onstants Ci whih depend only on kw(m)k�p . Ananlogously,it follows from Theorem 3.2 and estimates (5.11)-(5.12) that(5.36) kK (w(m); ")k�p + kDv0K (w(m); ")k�p!�pkw(m)k�p �� kw(m)k�p ��0(") + C1kw(m)k�p + C2ku"f (m)� z0k�p� :Estimates (5.35){(5.36) imply that F ; DwF ; Dv+0 F are ontinouos at (0; 0; 0) andthat Fw(0; 0; 0) = Id. Therefore, due to the impliit funtion theorem, there existsÆ > 0, "0 > 0 suh that, for every " < "0 and every v0 belonging to a suÆientlysmall neigbourhood V (0)+ of zero in V +, there exists a unique solution w of(5.37) F(w; v+0 ; ") = 0 suh that kwkR�(�p) � Æ:Moreover, this solution has the form: w = W (v+0 ; ") : V (0)+ ! R�(�p), where Wis a C1-funtion with respet to v+0 . Note that (5.37) is equivalent to (5.31) and,onsequently,(5.38) M+Æ;z0(f; ") = VÆ(z0) \ fu0 = u"f (0) +W (v+0 ; ")(0) : v0 2 V (0)+g:Reall also that, due to de�nitions of the operators I and T� and relation (5.37),we have(5.39) �+W (v+0 ; ")(0) � v+0 :Thus, (5.29) is satis�ed withNf;"(v+0 ) := ��W (v+0 ; ")(0):31



It only remains to verify the exponential stabilization (5.30). To this end, we notethat, due to (8.40)-(8.41) and Lemma 5.2, funtion (5.34) is well-de�ned as(5.40) F : R��=2(�b)� V + � R+ !R��=2(�b)where � > 0 is the same as in Proposition 5.1. Moreover, applying the impliitfuntion theorem to relation (5.37) with w 2 R��=2 (and taking into aount theuniqueness part), we derive that(5.41) kW (v+0 ; ")kR��=2(�p) � Ckv+0 k�p :Estimate (5.41) implies (5.30). Theorem 5.2 is proven.Note now, that taking " = 0 in Theorem 5.2, we obtain the unstable manifoldM+z0;Æ(f; 0) for averaged system (2.22). Moreover, it follows from the onstrutiongiven in the proof of the theorem that(5.42) kN�;"(v+0 )�Nf;0(v+0 )k�p + kDv+0 N�(v+0 )�Dv0Nf;0(v+0 )kV +0 !V �0 � �(");for v+0 2 V +(0) where �(")! 0 as "! 0. Note also, that��Dv+0 F(0; 0; 0) = 0and, onsequently, Dv+0 Nf;0(0) = 0. Therefore, we have the estimate(5.43) kNf;0(v+0 )k�p � Ckv+0 k2�p :Let us now formulate several orollaries of the proved theorem.Corollary 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 hold and let u(t), t � 0 be abakward solution of problem (0.1) suh that ku(t) � z0k�p � Æ, for every t � 0.Then u(0) 2M+z0;Æ(f; ") and, onsequently, u(t) exponentially stabilizes to u"f (t) ast! �1 ((5.30) is satis�ed).Corollary 5.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 hold. Then, for every t � 0,we have the embeddings(5.44) M+z0;Æ(Th="�; ") � U"f (h; 0)M+z0;Æ(�; "):Moreover, if u(0) 2M+z0;Æ(�; ") and ku(t)� z0k�p � Æ for t � N , then(5.45) u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u(0) 2M+z0;Æ(Tt="�; ") for t � N:Indeed, (5.44) and (5.45) follows immediately from de�nition (5.28) of the un-stable sets.Remark 5.2. Note that (it follows from (5.41)) estimate (5.30) an be improvedin the following way:(5.46) ku(t)� u"�(t)k�p � e(�=2)tk�+(u(0)� u"�(0))k�p :32



Remark 5.3. Replaing t! �1 by t! +1 in de�nition (5.28) and arguing anal-ogously to Theorem 5.2, we may de�ne and study the stable manifolds M�z0;Æ(�; "),whih onsist of initial data for solutions tending exponentially to u"(t) as t! +1.We do not give a proper onsideration of these manifolds beause only the unsta-ble manifolds are signi�ant for onstruting the regular attrator (see the nextSetion).Note also, that arguing as in Corollary 5.1, we may estimate the rate of on-vergene of �(") to zero in (5.42) if the assumptions of Setion 4 are satis�ed.For example, let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 and 4.3 be satis�ed. Then thefollowing estimate is valid:(5.47) kN�;"(v+0 )�Nf;0(v+0 )kLp + kDv+0 N�;"(v+0 )�Dv+0 Nf;0(v+0 )kV +!Lp � C"where C is independent of � 2 H(f) and of v+0 2 V (0)+. Sine estimate (5.47) is alsonot neerssary for the quantitative averaging of regular attrators (see Setion 7),we left it's rigorous proof to the reader.We onlude this Setion by proving that every solution of (0.1) tends exponen-tialy to the appropriate unstable manifold while it remains in a Æ-neighbourhoodof z0.Theorem 5.3. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 hold. Then thereexists Æ > 0 and "0 > 0 suh that, for every " < "0, � 2 H(f) and every trajetoryu(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0 whih belongs to the Æ-neighbourhood of z0 for t � N , thereexists a trajetory v(t) := U"�(t; 0)v0 whih belongs to the unstable manifold (v0 2M+z0;Æ(�; ")) suh that(5.48) ku(t)� v(t)k�p � Ce�(�=2)tku0 � v0k�p ; t � Nwhere the onstant C is independent of � 2 H(f), " � "0, u0, and N 2 [0;1℄.Proof. As before, we only onsider the ase � = f . We laim that, for a suÆientlysmall Æ and ", there exists a unique v0 2 M+z0;Æ(f; ") suh that the orrespondingsolution v(t) satis�es the ondition(5.49) �+v(N) = �+u(N):Reall that, due to assumptions of the theorem(5.50) k�+(v(N)� u"f (N))k�p � C+ku(N)� u"f (N)k�p � C+Æ:Moreover, we laim that the solution v(t) thus obtained satis�es all assumptions ofthe theorem. In order to verify these assertions, we need the following analogue ofLemmata 5.1{5.2 for the ase of a �nite interval.Lemma 5.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 hold and let N 2 N. Considerthe problem(5.51) � w(m) = Lw(m � 1) + h(m� 1); m = 1; � � � ; N;��w(0) = w�; �+w(N) = w+:33



De�ne, analogously to (5.14), the spaes of �nite sequenes(5.52) R[0;N ℄� := �w 2 Cb(f0; � � � ; Ng;�p) : max0�m�N e�mkw(m)k�p <1	:Then, problem (5.51) de�nes 3 bounded linear operators:(5.53) T[0;N ℄ : R[0;N ℄�=2 !R[0;N ℄�=2 ; I+[0;N ℄ : V+ !R[0;N ℄�=2 ; I�[0;N ℄ : V� !R[0;N ℄0(where � > 0 is the same as in Proposition 5.1). The �rst one (h ! w) solves(5.51) with zero boundary onditions and arbitrary righ-hand side h, the seond one(w+ ! w) solves (5.51) with h = 0, w� = 0 and arbitrary w+, and the third one(w� ! w) orresponds to the ase h = 0, w+ = 0 and arbitrary w�. Thus, aunique solution w of (5.51) an be represented in the following form(5.54) w = T[0;N ℄h+ I+[0;N ℄w+ + I�[0;N ℄w�:Moreover, the norms of these operators are bounded uniformly with respet to N 2 N(5.55) kT[0;N ℄kR[0;N℄�=2 !R[0;N℄�=2 + kI+[0;N ℄kV+!R[0;N℄�=2 + kI�[0;N ℄kV�!R[0;N℄0 � Cwhere C is independent of N 2 N.The assertion of the lemma an be easily veri�ed analogously to the proof ofLemma 5.1 so we omit the rigorous proof here.Let us �rst hek the existene of a solution v(t). As before, we seek for it inthe form v(m) = w(m) + u"f (m), m = 0; � � � ; N . Then, the sequene w(m) satis�es(5.31) with the following boundary onditions:(5.56) ��w(0) = Nf;"(�+w(0)); �+w(N) = �+(u(N)� u"f (N)) := wNwhere the funtion Nf;" is de�ned in Theorem 5.2. Aording to Lemma 5.3, wemay rewrite (5.31) in the following form (ompare with (5.33)):(5.57) F(w;wN ; ") := w � I�[0;N ℄Nf;"(�+w(0))� I+[0;N ℄wN�� T[0;N ℄S(w; ")� T[0;N ℄K (w; ") = 0where F : R[0;N ℄0 � V+ � R+ ! R[0;N ℄0 . It is not diÆult to verify, using estimates(5.35)-(5.36), (5.42){(5.43) and (5.55), that funtion (5.57) satis�es all assumptionsof the impliit funtion theorem and, onsequently, there exist Æ > 0 and "0 > 0suh that, for every wN 2 V+, kwNk�p � Æ and every " < "0, there exists a uniquesolution w(m) of (5.57) suh that(5.58) kwkR[0;N℄0 � CkwNk�p � CÆ:Moreover, sine norms (5.55) are independent of N 2 N , the onstants Æ > 0,"0 > 0, and C in (5.58) are also independent of N .Thus, the solution v(t), whih satis�es (5.49) and belongs to the unstable man-ifold is onstruted. So, it only remains to verify inequality (5.48). To this end,we introdue funtions bw(m) := u(m) � u"f (m) and �(m) := w(m) � bw(m). Sine34



the funtion w(m) also satis�es (5.31), we derive (analogously to (5.57), but takinginto the aount �+�(N) = 0) that(5.59) � = I�[0;N ℄���(0) + T[0;N ℄ (S(w; ")� S(bw; ")) + T[0;N ℄ (K (w; ") � K ( bw; ")) :It is not diÆult to verify (analogously to (5.35) and (5.36)) that(5.60) kS(w(m); ")� S(bw(m); ")k�p + kK (w(m); ") � K ( bw(m)k�p �� Ck�(m)k�p ��0(") + kw(m)k�p + k bw(m)k�p�where C > 0 and �0(")! 0 as "! 0. Partiularly, (5.60) implies that(5.61) kS(w; ")�S(bw; ")kR[0;N℄�=2 +kK (w; ")�K ( bw; ")kR[0;N℄�=2 � C1k�kR[0;N℄�=2 (�(") + Æ)where C1 is independent of N . Applying (5.61) and (5.55) to (5.59), we derive theestimate(5.62) k�kR[0;N℄�=2 � C 0k�(0)k�p + C 00(�0(") + Æ)k�kR[0;N℄�=2where C 0 and C 00 are independent of N . Taking now Æ > 0 and "0 � " small enough,we derive from (5.62) that k�kR[0;N℄�=2 � C3k�(0)k�por (whih is the same)(5.63) ku(m)� v(m)k�p � C3e�(�=2)mku(0)� v(0)k�p ; m = 0; � � � ; N:Estimate (5.48) is an immediate orollary of (5.63). Theorem 5.3 is proven.Corollary 5.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 hold and let, in addition, asolution u(t) = U"�(t; 0)u0, " < "0 and � 2 H(f), remains in the Æ-neighbourhoodof z0 for every t � 0. Then, this solution stabilizes exponentially to u"� as t! +1,i.e.(5.64) ku(t)� u"�(t)k�p � Ce�(�=2)tku(0)� u"�(0)k�p ; t � 0:Indeed, the solution u(t) satis�es all assumptions of Theorem 5.3 with N =1,onsequently, there exists a solution v(t), whih belongs to the appropriate unstablemanifold and satis�es (5.48) for every t � 0. Partiularly, v(t) remains in theÆ-neighbourhood of z0 for every t � 0. But, aording to (5.30), every solutionsbelonging to the unstable manifold exept of u"�(t) goes out from this neighbourhoodfor a suÆiently large t. Therefore, v(t) � u"�(t) and then (5.64) oinsides with(5.38). Corollary 5.4 is proven. 35



x6 Regular attrators.In this Setion, we onsider the ase where averaged system (2.22) possesses aglobal Liapunov funtion, it will be so for instane if the averaged nonlinearityf(x; v) has a gradient struture(6.1) f(x; v) = rvF (x; v); F 2 C(
� Rk ):In this ase, under the natural (generi) assumption that all equilibria of (2.22)are hyperboli, we have the following detailed desription for the regular strutureof A0.Proposition 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold and let, in addition,the semigroup S0t : �p ! �p possess a global Liapunov funtion. Assume also thatthe set of it's equilibria(6.2) R := fz0 2 �p; a�xz0 � f(x; z0) + g = 0 gis �nite and all the equilibria are hyperboli. Then, the attrator A0 is a �nite ol-letion of �nite dimensional unstable manifolds, whih orresponds to every equilib-rium z0 2 R:(6.3) A0 = [z02RM+z0where dimM+z0 = �(z0) and M+z0 � R�(z0 ) and every solution u(t) 2 Kf belonging tothe attrator is a heterolini orbit, onneting two different equilibria z�0 ; z+0 2 R:(6.4) limt!�1 ku(t)� z�0 k�p = 0; limt!+1 ku(t)� z+0 k�p = 0; z+0 6= z�0 :Moreover, the attrator A0 is exponential in the following sense: there exist a posi-tive onstant � > 0 and a monotoni funtion Q suh that, for every bounded subsetB � �p, we have(6.5) dist�p �S0tB;A0� � Q(kBk�p)e��t:The proof of Proposition 6.1 is given, e.g. in [2℄. (In a fat, we reprove belowthis proposition for more general non-autonomous ase, see also [13℄).The main task of this Setion is to verify that desription (6.3){(6.5) remainsvalid (after minor hangings) for non-averaged equation (0.1) if " < "0 is smallenough. To this end, we note that, due to Theorem 5.1 and the fat that R is�nite, there exist Æ0 > 0 and "0 < "0 suh that, for every " < "0, every z0 2 R andevery � 2 H(f), equation (2.8) possesses a unique solution u"�;z0(t), t 2 R, whihremains in Æ0-neighbourhood of the equilibrium z0, this solution is almost-periodiwith respet to t and tends to z0 as "! 0. Thus, it is natural to de�ne(6.6) R"� := fu"�;z0 ; z0 2 Rgand interpret it as the set of all 'equilibria' of non-averaged problem (2.8) whihorrespond to the equilibria set R as " ! 0. We are now ready to formulate theanalogue of (6.4) for the non-averaged equation.36



Theorem 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 6.1 hold.Then, there exists "0 > 0 suh that, for " < "0, every solutiuon u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0,t � 0, � 2 H(f) of equation (2.8) stabilizes to one of 'equilibria' (6.6):(6.7) limt!+1 ku(t)� u"�;z0(t)k�p = 0; for some z0 = z0(u) 2 R:Moreover, every omplete bounded solution u(t) 2 K"� of (2.8) is a heterolini orbitbetween to di�erent 'equilibria' from (6.6):(6.8) limt!�1 ku(t)� u"�;z�0 (t)k�p = 0; limt!+1 ku(t)� u"�;z+0 (t)k�p = 0; z+0 6= z�0 :Partiularly, there are not any almost-periodi solutions of (2.8) exept of (6.6).For the proof of the theorem, we need the non-autonomous analogue of thefollowing two lemmata whih play a fundamental role in the proof of Proposition6.1 (in the autonomous ase).Lemma 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then, for every Æ < Æ0there exists "0 := "0(Æ) > 0 suh that, for every " < "0 and every R 2 R+ , thereis a positive number T = T (Æ; R) suh that, for every solution u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0,ku0k�p � R, � 2 H(f), we have(6.9) �[s2[0;T ℄fu(s)g� \ �[z02RVÆ(z0)� 6= ?where VÆ(z0) := fu0 2 �p; ku0 � z0k�p � Æg.Assertion (6.9) means that every solution u(t) visits a Æ-neighbourhood of someequilibrium z0 2 R while t 2 [0; T ℄.Proof. Indeed, assume that the assertion of the lemma is wrong. Then, there exist"n ! 0, �n 2 H(f), u0n 2 VR(0) and Tn ! +1 suh that(6.10) dist�p (un(t);R) � Æ0 > 0; t 2 [0; Tn℄; un(t) := U"�n(t; 0)u0n:We now set ~�n := T�Tn=(2")�n and ~un(t) := U"~�n(t;�Tn=2)u0n. Then, it followsfrom (6.10) that(6.11) dist�p (~un(t);R) � Æ0 > 0; t 2 [�Tn=2; Tn=2℄:Reall, that u0n 2 VR(0), onsequently, due to Theorem 1.3(6.12) k~unkW (1;2);2p([T;T+1℄�
) � C; T � 1� Tn=2:Therefore (due to ompatness of the embedding W (1;2);2p � C(�p) and that Tn !1), without loss of generality we may assume that un ! u0 in the spaes C([T; T+1℄;�p) for every T 2 R. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we establish thatu0(t) is a omplete bounded solution of averaged equation (2.22). From the otherside, passing to the limit n!1 in (6.11), we derive that(6.13) dist�p (u0(t);R) � Æ0 > 0; t 2 Rwhih ontradits the existene of a global Liapunov funtion for averaged problem(2.22) (see also (6.4)). Lemma 6.1 is proven.37



Lemma 6.2. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Let Æ0 > 0 be asuÆiently small number and let L : �p ! R be a Liapunov funtion of the averagedsystem (2.22). Then, there exist Æ0 < Æ0 and "0 = "0(Æ0) suh that the followingstatements are valid if " < "0: let z0 2 R, u0 2 VÆ0(z0), and u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0,� 2 H(f), be a solution of (2.8), then1) if u(T ) 2 VÆ0(z00), for some z00 2 R, z00 6= z0 and T > 0, then neerssarilyL(z00) < L(z0);2) if u(T ) =2 VÆ0(z0), for some T > 0, then u(t) =2 VÆ0(z0), for every t � T .Proof. Let us only verify the �rst statement of the lemma (the seond one anbe veri�ed analogously). Indeed, let this statement is wrong, i.e. there exist anequilibrium z00 2 R with(6.14) L(z00) � L(z0);sequenes Æn ! 0, "n ! 0, un0 2 VÆn(z0), Tn 2 R+ , and �n 2 H(f), suh that theorresponding solutions un(t) := U"n�n(t; 0)un0 satisfy(6.15) un(Tn) 2 VÆn(z00):Let Æ0 > 0 be suh that VÆ0(zi0) \ VÆ0(zj0) = ?, for zi0; zj0 2 R, zi0 6= zj0. It followsfrom (6.15) that there exist 0 < tn < Tn suh that(6.16) kun(tn)� z0k�p = Æ0; kun(t)� z0k�p < Æ0; t < tn:Moreover, thanks to un(0) ! z0, one an easily verify using Theorem 3.1 thattn !1 as n!1. Shifting the time variable t! t+ tn, we obtain a new familyof solutions(6.17) ~un(t) := U"n~�n(t;�tn)un0 ; ~�n := T�tn="n�nsuh that(6.18) ~un(�tn)! z0; k~un(0)�z0k�p = Æ0 > 0; ~un( ~Tn)! z00; ~Tn := Tn�tn > 0:Passing now to the limit n!1 in (6.18) and arguing as in Lemma 6.1, we obtaina omplete bounded solution ~u(t) of averaged equation (2.22) suh that~u(t)! z0; as t! �1 and k~u(0)� z0k�p = Æ0:Reall now that (2.22) possesses a global Liapunov funtion L, onsequently (seealso (6.4)), ~u(t) is a heterolini orbit, i.e. there exists z10 2 R suh that(6.19) ~u(t)! z10 as t! +1 and, onsequently, L(z10) < L(z0):A priori, we have two possibilities: 1) z10 = z00 and 2) z10 6= z00. The �rst oneontradits assumption (6.14). So, it only remains to investigate the seond one.In this ase, we obviously have a sequene ~T 0n < ~Tn, ~Tn ! +1, suh that(6.20) ~un( ~T 0n)! z10 ; ~un( ~Tn)! z00; ~Tn > ~T 0n:38



Arguing now as before, we derive from (6.20) the existene of the other heteroliniorbit ~u1(t) of equation (2.22), suh that~u1(t)! z10 ; as t! �1 and u1(t)! z20 as t! +1:As before the equality z20 = z00 is prohibited by (6.14). Thus, repeating the aboveproedure, we obtain a sequene of heterolini onnetions for (2.22):(6.21) z0 ! z10 ! z20 ! � � � ; L(z0) > L(z10) > L(z20) > � � � :Reall now that, due to our assumptions, the set R is �nite, therefore, sequene(6.21) annot be in�nite. Consequently, we must have z00 = zN0 for some N (beausewe have from the very beginning un(Tn)! z00 for some Tn !1). Assertion (6.21)implies now that L(z0) > L(z00) whih ontradits (6.14). Lemma 6.2 is proven.We are now ready to omplete the proof of the theorem. Indeed, it follows fromTheorem 1.1 that it is suÆient to verify (6.7) only for u0 2 VR0(0) where R0 > 0is large enough. Fix now a onstant Æ0 > 0 in suh way that, for every z0 2 R,the loal desription of the dynamis (given in Theorems 5.1{5.3) works in VÆ0(z0)if " < "0 (it is possible to do beause we have only a �nite number of equilibria).Moreover, �x also Æ0 � Æ0=2 in Lemma 6.2 and T := T (Æ0; R0) from Lemma 6.1 (inother words, we assume that "0 is small enough that the assertions of Lemmata 6.1and 6.2 hold with onstants �xed above). We laim that, for every " < "0, we havestabilization (6.7). Indeed, u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0 be an arbitrary solution of (2.8) suhthat u0 2 VR0(0). Then, it follows from Lemma 6.1 that there exists a time T1 � Tand an equilibrium z10 suh that(6.22) u(T1) 2 VÆ0(z10):After the �rst visiting the Æ0-neighbourhood of the equilibrium z10 a solution u apriori has two possibilities: 1) u(t) remains inside of VÆ0(z0), for every t � T1; 2)there is a moment T 01 > T1 suh that u(T 01) 2 �VÆ0(z10). In the �rst ase, due toCorolary 5.4, u(t) stabilizes exponentially to u"�;z10 (t) as t! +1 and, onsequently,(6.7) holds with z�0 = z10 .Consider now the seond possibility. In this ase, due to Lemma 6.2, our solutionu(t) never returns in VÆ0(z10), for t > T 01. Applying Lemma 6.1 again, we derive thatthere exists T2 > T 01, T2 � T 01 � T and an equilibrium z20 2 R, suh that(6.23) u(T2) 2 VÆ0(z20); and L(z10) > L(z20):Repeating the above arguments, we onstrut �nally the monotone inreasing se-quenes Ti > 0, i = 1; � � � ; N and T 0i > Ti, i = 1; � � �N � 1, Ti+1 � T 0i � T , and asequene of equilibria zi0, i = 1; � � � ; N suh that(6.24) u(Ti) 2 VÆ(zi0); i = 1; � � � ; N; u(T 0i ) 2 �VÆ0(zi0); i = 1; � � �N � 1;L(z10) > L(z20) > � � � > L(zN0 ):Note that the last inequality of (6.24) together with the �niteness of R implies thatthis sequene annot be in�nite, therefore there exists N = N(u) � Nmax := #Rsuh that(6.25) u(t) 2 VÆ0(zN0 ); for t � TN :39



Inluding (6.25) together with Corollary 5.4 implies (6.7). Assertion (6.8) an beveri�ed analogously only we should use also Corollary 5.2 in order to verify theonvergene as t! �1. Theorem 6.1 is proven.Let us now verify the analogue of (6.3) for the non-averaged system. Note, how-ever, that, in ontrast to limit equation (2.22), equations (2.8) are non-autonomousfor " > 0, onsequently, the global unstable manifols M+z0;f (t; ") and the non-autonomous analgue A"�(t) of the regular attrator A0 also naturally depend on tand � 2 H(f).De�nition 6.1. De�ne the non-autonomous regular attrator A"�(t) by the follow-ing expression:(6.26) A"�(t) := K"�(t); t 2 R; � 2 H(f)where the kernals K"�(t) have been de�ned in (2.18). Moreover, for every z0 2 Rde�ne the global unstable sets M+z0;�(�; ")in the following natural way:(6.27) M+z0;�(�; ") := fu� 2 �p : 9u 2 K"�; u(�) = u� ;limt!�1 ku(t)� u"�;z0(t)k�p = 0gObviously,(6.28) U"�(t; �)M+z0;�(�; ") =M+z0;�(t; "); t � �:The next two theorems show that the objet, de�ned by (6.26) is indeed a naturalnon-autonomous analogue of the (autonomous) regular attrator A0 of limit system(2.22) (see Proposition 6.1).Theorem 6.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then, for a suÆientlysmall " < "0, the sets M+z0;�(�; ") de�ned by (6.27) are �nite dimensional C1-submanifolds of �p whih are di�eomorphed to R�(z0 ), for every �xed � 2 R. More-over, attrator (6.26) is a �nite olletion of these unstable manifolds orrespondingto equilibria z0 2 R:(6.29) A"�(t) = [z02RM+z0;�(t; "); t 2 R(ompare with (6.3)).Proof. Indeed, desription (6.29) is an immediate orollary of (6.27) and Theorem6.1. So, it remains to verify that unstable sets (6.27) are indeed C1-submanifoldsof �p. For simpliity, we verify this fat only for � = f and � = 0 (the other asesan be onsidered analogously). To this end, we use the standard reasonings whihare based on the following evident represenation of the set (6.27):(6.30) M+z0;f (0; ") = [1n=0Mn; Mn := U"T�n="f (0;�n)M+z0;Æ(T�n="f; ")where the loal unstable manifolds M+z0;Æ(�; "), Æ > 0 are de�ned in (5.28). Notethat (5.44) implies the embedding(6.31) Mn �Mn+1:Note also that M0 is a submanifold of �p if Æ > 0 is small enough (due to Theo-rem 5.2). Let us verify that every Mn is also a submanifold. To this end, we reallthe following standard lemma. 40



Lemma 6.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then,1) the operator U"�(t; �) : �p ! �p is injetive for every t � � , " � 0, and� 2 H(f);2) The kernal of it's Frehet derivative(6.31) kerfDu0U"�(t; �)(u0)g = f0g;for every u0 2 �p.The assertions of this lemma are immediate orollaries of a standard theory ofbakward uniqueness for paraboli boundary problems (see e.g. [2℄).Reall now that the manifold M0 is �nite and �(z0)-dimensional, onsequentlythe assertions 1) and 2) are enough in order to verify thatU"T�n="f (0;�n) :M0 !Mnis a di�eomorphism. Thus, Mn, n 2 N are �(z0)-dimensional manifolds (di�eom-prphed to R�(z0 )) as well. Formulae (6.30) and (6.31) now imply that M+z0;f (0; ")also possesses a struture of a C1-manifold, di�eomophed to R�(z0 ). So, it remainsto verify that the topology indued on M+z0;f (0; ") oinsides with the topology, in-dued by it's embedding to �p. But this fat is an immediate orollary of Lemma6.2, whih prohibits the reurrent (homolini) orbits near z0. Theorem 6.2 isproven.Let us now verify that the obtained regular attrators A"�(t) are uniformly withrespet to " < "0 exponential ones.Theorem 6.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then, there exist positiveonstants  > 0, "0 > 0 and a monotone funtion Q suh that, for every " < "0,� 2 H(f), � 2 R, and bounded subset B � �p the following estimate is valid:(6.32) dist�p �U"�(t+ �; �)B;A"�(t+ �)� � Q �kBk�p� e�t:Proof. As in the autonomous ase (see [2℄), the proof of estimate (6.32) is based onthe following lemma.Lemma 6.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold and let u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0be a solution of (2.8) suh that(6.33) ku(t)� z0k�p � Æ0 for t 2 [0; N ℄;for some equilibrium z0 2 R. Then,(6.34) dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � Ce��t �dist�p �u0;A"�(0)��� ; t 2 [0; N ℄where positive onstants C, 0 < � < 1 and � are independent of u, " � "0, � 2 H(f),N 2 R+ , and z0 2 R.Proof of the lemma. Indeed, aording to Theorem 5.3 there exists v(t) 2M+z0;�(t; ")suh that estimate (5.48) is satis�ed, onsequently,(6.35) dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � C1e�(�=2)t; t � N41



(where � > 0 is a minimum of the onstants � = �(z0), introdued in Proposition5.1, over z0 2 R). From the other side, it follows from estimate (1.9) that(6.36) dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � C2eKt dist�p �u0;A"�(0)�(where the onstant K > 0 is also uniform with respet to u0, �, and " � "0).Combining (6.35) and (6.36), we derive for t � N that(6.360)dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � C3e��=4tminfe(K+�=4)t dist�p �u0;A"�(0)� ; e��=4tg:Computing the minimum in the right-hand side of (6.360), we obtain the estimate(6.37) minfe(K+�=4)t dist�p �u0;A"�(0)� ; e��=4tg � �dist�p �u0;A"�(0)���where � := �=(2(�+ 2K)). Lemma 6.4 is proven.We are now ready to prove (6.32). Indeed, due to uniform esitmate (2.10) it issuÆient to verify it only for B = VR(0), for a suÆiently large �xed R, and, dueto the translation invariantness, we may assume also that � = 0. Let u0 2 VR(0)," < "0, � 2 H(f), and u(t) := U"�(t; 0)u0 be an arbitrary solution of (2.8). Let Æ0and Æ0 > 0 and T = T (Æ0) be the same as in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Fix nowthe sequene zi0, i = 1; � � � ; N(u) � Nmax = #R, of equilibria and the sequenesof times Ti, i = 1; � � � ; N , T 0i , i = 1; � � � ; N suh that T 0N = 1 and the followingonditions are satis�ed:(6.38) � 1: u(t) 2 VÆ0(zi0); for t 2 [Ti; T 0i ℄; i = 1; � � � ; N;2: T1 � T; 0 < Ti+1 � T 0i � T; i = 1; � � � ; N � 1:The existene of suh sequenes is veri�ed in the proof of Lemma 6.4. Thus, on theintervals t 2 [Ti; T 0i ℄, i = 1; � � � ; N , thanks to Lemma 6.4, we have the estimate(6.39) dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � Ce��(t�Ti) �dist�p �u(Ti);A"�(Ti)��� :From the other side, for t 2 [T 0i ; Ti+1℄, i = 0; � � � ; N � 1 (where T 00 = 0) we have theestimate, analogous to (6.36):(6.40) dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � CeKT dist�p �u(T 0i );A"�(T 0i )� :Iterating formulae (6.39) and (6.40) and using the obvious estimatesdist�p �u0;A"�(0)� � R0; e��i�Ti��(t�Ti) � e���it; t � Ti;we derive that(6.41) dist�p �u(t);A"�(t)� � R0 �C2eKT �Nmax e��Nmax�t; t � 0:Sine all the onstants in (6.41) are independent of the hoie of the trajetory u(t),estimate (6.41) implies (6.32). Theorem 6.3 is proven.Remark 6.1. Reall that (in Setion 2), we studied the uniform attrator A"for system (0.1) (see Theorem 2.1 and De�nition 2.1), the onstrution of whih is42



based on a reduing the initial non-autonomous dynamis to the autonomous oneby a skew-produt tehnique. De�nition (6.26) of the non-autonomous attratorA"�(t) orresponds to an alternative generalization of the attrator's onept to thenon-automous ase, whih is widely used for the study the long-time behaviour ofstohasti equations (see e.g. [18℄). Under this approah the attrator of a non-autonomous dynamial system fU"f (t; �) : �p ! �p; t � �g (whih orresponds toinitial problem (0.1)) is de�ned to be a family of sets fA"f (t); t 2 Rg whih enjoysthe following properties:1. A"f (t) is ompat in �p, for every t 2 R;2. The family fA"f (t); t 2 Rg is stritly invariant, i.e. U"f (t; �)A"(�) = A"f (t);3. This family possesses a pull-bak attration property, i.e., for every t 2 Rand every bounded subset B � �p, we have(6.42) lim�!�1 dist�p �U"f (t; t� �)B;A"f(t)� = 0:It is known (see [6℄) that the non-autonomous attrator, thus de�ned oinsides withthe one, de�ned in (6.26) using the kernal setions K"f (t).Note however, that (in general) the onvergene in (6.42) is not uniform withrespet to t 2 R and (therefore) the forward onvergene U"f (t+�; t)B! A"f (t+�) as� ! +1 may be violated at all. Theorem 6.3 shows that we have this uniformnessand the forward exponential attration property, for the ase of rapidly osillatedperturbations of autonomous regular attrators. Note, in addition, that, in thisase, we have a lear relation between the uniform attrator A" and the non-autonomous one A"f (t):(6.43) A" = � [t2R A"f (t)��pwhih also may be violated for general non-autonomous systems.x7 The averaging of regular attrators.In this Setion, based on the results on previous setion, we give a more ompre-hensive study of the onvergene A" ! A0 for the ase where the limit attratorA0 is regular. We start with the following theoremTheorem 7.1. Let the assumptions of Theorems 2.1 and 6.1 hold. Then, for every� 2 H(f) and every T 2 R, the symmetri distane between the attrators A"�(T )and A0 possesses the following estimate:(7.1) distsymm;�p �A"�(T );A0� � C (�Rmax("))�where �R(") is the same as in Theorem 3.1, Rmax = sup"�0kA"k�b < 1, andC > 0, 0 < � < 1 are ertain positive onstants whih depend only on equation(0.1), but are independenet of � and T .Proof. As before, we only hek the assertion of the theorem, for the ase � = f(the ohter ases are analogous).Let v0 2 A"f (T ), for a �xed T 2 R. Then, by de�nition, there exists a boundedomplete solution u" 2 K"f suh that u"(T ) = v0. Let u0M (t) be a solution oflimit problem (2.22), de�ned for t � T �M and satisfying the initial ondition43



u0M (T �M) := u"(T �M), where M > 0 is a positive number, whih will be �xedbelow. Then, from the one side, due to Theorem 3.1, we have(7.2) kv0 � u0M (T )k�b � eKRmaxM�Rmax("):From the other side, sine the limit attrator A0 is exponential (due to our assump-tions and Theorem 6.3), we have(7.3) dist�p �u0M (T );A0� � C 0e�twhere  > 0 is de�ned in Theorem 6.3. Combining estimates (7.2) and (7.3) andtaking into aount that M > 0 is arbitrary, we derive(7.4) dist�p �v0;A0� � minM>0 �eKRmaxM�Rmax(") + C 0e�t� :Computing the minimum in the right-hand side of (7.4) and reminding that v0 2A"f (T ) is arbitrary, we obtain(7.5) dist�b �A"f (T );A0� � C�Rmax(")�where � := KRmax+ .Let now v0 2 A0 and u0 2 K0 be the orresponding. omplete bounded solution.De�ne again u"(t), t � T � M as a solution of nonhomogenized problem (0.1)with the initial ondition u"(T � M) := u0(T � M). Then, analogously, fromTheorem 3.1, we dedue that(7.6) kv0 � u"(T )k�b � eKRmaxM�Rmax("):From the other side, aording to Theorem 6.3, we have(7.7) dist�b �v0;A"f (T )� � C 0e�Mwhere  > 0 is independent of ". Combining (7.6) and (7.7) and �xing M in anoptimal way, we derive that(7.8) dist�b �A0;A"f (T )� � C�Rmax(")�:It remains to note that (7.5) and (7.8) imply (7.1). Theorem 7.1 is proven.Corollary 7.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.1 hold. Then, for every � 2H(f) and every T 2 R, the family of sets fA"�(T ); " 2 [0; "0℄g is upper and lowersemiontinuous at " = 0. Moreover,(7.9) sup�2H(f) supT2Rdistsymm;�b �A"�(T );A0�! 0 as "! 0and, onsequently,(7.10) distsymm;�b �A";A0�! 0 as "! 0where A" is a uniform attrator, assoiated with equation (0.1).Assume now that the assumptions of Setion 4 are satis�ed, then Theorem 7.1implies the following estimate for quantity (7.1).44



Corollary 7.2. Let the assumptions of Theorems 7.1 and 4.1 hold. Then, for every� 2 H(f) and every T 2 R, we have(7.11) distsymm;�b �A"�(T );A0� � Cf"�0where 0 < �0 < 1 and Cf > 0 are independent of � 2 H(f) and T 2 R.Partiularly, if the nonlinearity f is quasiperiodi withm independent frequenes! 2 Rm with respet to t and smooth enough (i.e., (4.17) and (4.19) are satis�ed),then, due to Proposition 4.2, estimate (7.11) holds for almost every frequeny vetor! � Rm . Note however, that the onstant Cf in this ase depends on C! in Dio-phantine ondition (4.18) (Cf � C�0! ) and, onsequently, it is extremely sensitiveto small perturbations of the frequeny vetor ! 2 Rm . Thus, sine in applia-tions only an approximate value of the frequeny vetor ! 2 Rm is usually known,the quantitative estimate of distane between homogenized and nonhomogenizedattrators in the form (7.11) seems sensless. One is the most natural way to over-ome this problem is to give a probabilisti interpretation of estimate (7.1). Underthis approah, the frequeny vetor ! 2 Rm is treated as a random variable andone investigates the expetation of random variable (7.1). For simpliity, we onlyonsider the ase of Gaussian random variable ! although the onrete type ofdistribution funtion seems to be non essential for the estimates formulated below.Theorem 7.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 7.1 be valid. Assume also that !i,i = 1; � � � ;m be independent Gaussian random variables with expetaions mi anddispersions �i. Let, in addition, the nonlinearity f has the form(7.12) f(t; x; u) := G(!1t; � � � ; !mt; x; u)where the �xed deterministi funtion G : Tm !M satis�es the ondition(7.13) G 2 Cm (Tm ;M) :Then, the attrators A"�(t) an be also interpreted as random variables. Moreover,the expetation M of symetri distane (7.1) possesses the following estimate:(7.14) M � sup�2H(f) supT2Rdistsymm;�p �A"�(T );A0�� � C(�)"�;where C(�) and 0 < � < 1 are some onstants, and in ontrast to (7.11) thedependene of C on � and G is regular.Proof. Indeed, for �xed ! arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, but using estimate(4.41) instead of (4.2), we derive the estimate(7.15) distsymm;�p �A"�(T );A0� � CL�1Rmax"�;where 0 < � < 1, 0 < �1 < 1,(7.16) LRmax := Xl2Zm; l6=0(1 + j(w; l)j�1+Æ)kAlkRmax ;45



Æ > 0 is a small �xed parameter, and the Fourier oeÆients Al are de�ned in(4.17) (see Remark 4.3). Let us estimate random variable (7.15). First of all, wenote that, due to (7.13) (see also (4.20)),(7.17) LRmax � C1 Xl2Zm; l6=0(1 + j(!; l)j�1+Æ)jlj�mand, onsequently, we have(7.18) M � sup�2H(f) supT2Rdistsymm;�p �A"�(T );A0�� �� C2"�0� Xl2Zm; l6=0 M �j(!; l)j�1+Æ�jlj�m1A�1
(here, we have impliitly used the fat that �1 < 1). So, it remains to prove thatthe series in the right-hand side of (7.18) is �nite. To this end, we reall that (w; l)is also a Gaussian random variable with expetation m(l) := Pmi=1 llmi and withdispertion �2(l) :=Pmi=1 jlij2�2i . Consequently,(7.19) M �j(!; l)j�1+Æ� = (2��(l))�1=2 ZR jzj�1+Æe�(z�m(l))2=(2�(l)) dz �� �(l)(�1+Æ)=2 ZR jzj�1+Æe�z2=2 dz � CÆj�j(�1+Æ)=2jlj(�1+Æ)=2:Here we have essentially used the fat that Æ > 0. Inserting (7.19) in the right-hand(7.18), we derive estimate (7.14). Theorem 7.2 is proven.Remark 7.1. Note that the exponent �1 in (7.15) is less than 1=(2p � 1) < 1=2(see (4.11)), onsequently, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.2, we may deduethat(7.20) M � sup�2H(f) supT2R j distsymm;�p �A"�(T );A0� j2� � C 0"2�and, onsequently, the dispertion D of the random variable (7.1) possesses theestimate:(7.21) D� sup�2H(f) supT2Rdistsymm;�p �A"�(T );A0�� � C 0"�whih is analogous to (7.14).In onusion of this Setion, we investigate the dependene of the attratorsA"f (t) on t under the assumptions of Theorem 6.3. We �rst reall that, aordingto (6.29), these attrators onsist of a �nite olletion of the orresponding unstablemanifoldsM+z0;f (t; ") and the dependene of these manifolds on t is almost periodi.Note however that, in ontrast of A"f (t), these manifold are not ompat (and notlosed) in the phase spae �p and, onsequently, these almost-periodiity are notvery informative. In order to overome this disadvantage, we prove below the46



almost-periodiity of the funtion t! A"f (t) as a set-valued funtion. To this end,we need to introdue the following spae.De�nition 7.1. Let BR be an R-ball in the spae �2p, whih ontains all attratorsA"�(t), t 2 R, � 2 H(f) (suh R exists due to Theorem 2.1). Consider, a spae P ofall losed subsets of BR endowed by the symmetri Hausdor� distane as a metri:(7.22) P := fB � BR : B = B; d(B1; B2) := distsymm;�p(B1; B2)g:Then, as known, (P; d) thus de�ned is a omplete metri spae.Theorem 7.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 hold. Then, for every " < "0and every � 2 H(f), the funtion t ! A"�(t) is ontinuous and almost-periodi asa funtion with values in P:(7.23) A"�(�) 2 AP (R;P):Proof. As before, we restrit ourselves to prove the theorem only for � = f (thease of arbitrary � 2 H(f) is analogous).Let ~f := Tsf , s and � be arbitrary positive numbers and let u"f (t), v"~f be solutionsof (0.1) with the nonlinearities f and ~f and with initial values u"f (t� �) = u� andv"~f (t� �) = v� respetively. Then(7.24) ku"f (t)� v"~f (t)k�b � CeK� �kf � ~fkR + ku� � v�k�p�if ku�k�p ; kv�k�p � R (see (2.3) for the de�nition of k � kR). Indeed, the funtionw(t) := u"f (t)� v"~f (t) satis�es the equation(7.25) �tw(t)� a�xw(t) = �[f(t="; x; u"f(t))� f(t="; x; v"~f(t))℄++ [ ~f(t="; x; v"~f(t))� f(t="; x; v"~f(t))℄:Then, aording to (2.23) and (0.6), the �rst term in the right-hand of (7.25) anbe estimated via(7.26) jf(t="; x; u"f(t))� f(t="; x; v"~f(t))j � QRju"f (t)� v"~f (t)jand the seond term an be estimated by(7.27) j ~f(t="; x; v"~f(t))� f(t="; x; v"~f(t))j � kf � ~fkR:Using estimates (7.26) and (7.27) and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, wederive estimate (7.24).Let us now verify now the assertion of the theorem. To this end, we verify thatthe funtion A"f (t) also has a relatively dense set of �-almost periods, for every� > 0. We derive this fat from the estimate(7.28) distsymm;�p �A"f (t+ s);A"f(t)� � C1kf � Ts="fk�R;47



for some 0 < � < 1 and C1 > 0 whih are independnet of t; s 2 R. Indeed, (7.28)implies, from the one side, that A"f (t) is uniformly ontinuous with values in Rsine f is uniformly ontinuous in M. From the other side, (7.28) implies thatevery �-almost period T�=" of f(t="; x; u) is simultaniously an C1��-almost periodof A"f (t) and, onsequently, A"f (t) is indeed almost-periodi with values in R thanksto Bohner-Amerio riterium.Thus, it remains to prove estimate (7.28). Indeed, let u0 2 A"f (T ) and u"f (t) 2A"f (t) be a omplete bounded solution of (0.1) suh that u"f (T ) = u0. Let v"~f (t),t � T � � be a solution of (0.1) with the right-hand side ~f := Ts="f(t="; x; u) andwith the initial ondition v"~f (T � �) := u"f (t� �). Then, from the one side thanksto (7.24), we have(7.29) ku0 � v"~f (T )k�p � CeK�kf � Ts="fkR:From the other side, thanks to (6.32), we have(7.30) dist�p �v"~f (T );A"f(T + s)� � Ce�� :Combining (7.29) and (7.30) and �xing � in an optimal way (as in the proof ofTheorem 7.1), we obtain that(7.31) dist�p �A"f (T );A"f(T + s)� � C1kf � Ts="fk�Runiformly with respet to T 2 R. The opposite estimatedist�p �A"f (T + s);A"f(T )� � C1kf � Ts="fk�Ran be proven analogously. Estimate (7.28) is proven. Theorem 7.3 is proven.Remark 7.2. It an be easlily veri�ed that, under the assumptions of the previ-ous theorem, the hull H(A"f (�)) of the almost-periodi funtion A"f (t) in Cb(R;P)possesses the following desription:(7.32) H(A"f (�)) = fA"�(�); � 2 H(f)gand, onsequently (analogously to (6.43)), we have(7.33) A" = H(A"f (�))��t=0:x8 Examples.In this onluding Setion, we give several onrete examples of equations of theform (0.1) for whih the onditions of Setion 7 are satis�ed. We start with themost simple ase of a salar equationExample 8.1. Let k = 1. Consider a salar equation(8.1) �tu = a�xu� f(t="; x; u) + g(x); x 2 
 �� Rn ; u���
 = 0:48



Assume that the funtion f(h; x; u) is alomost-periodi with values in M (see Se-tion 2), satis�es the standard ondition(8.2) f(h; x; v) � 0; for jvj > L;for a suÆiently large �xed L and h 2 R, x 2 
, and growth restrition (0.4).Then, our dissipativity assumption (0.5) is satis�ed for every p and, onsequently,the assumptions of Setions 2 and 3 are ful�lled for equation (8.1) (in a fat growthrestrition (0.4) is also an be omited for the salar ase due to the maximumpriniple). Moreover, the limit homogenized equation(8.3) �tu = a�xu� f(x; u) + g(x); x 2 
 �� Rn ; u���
 = 0is autonomous and has a gradient form. Thus, for generi g 2 Lp(
) this limitequation possesses a regular attrator (see e.g. [2℄). Therefore, the assumptions ofSetion 6 are also satis�ed for generi external fores g 2 Lp(
).Example 8.2. In the following example, we onsider a system of two oupledparaboli equations, whih is a nonautonomous analogue of the so-alled FitzHugh-Nagumo system:(8.4) 8><>: �tu1 = d1�xu1 � f(t="; x; u1)� u2 + g1(x);�tu2 = d2�xu2 � u2 + Æu1 + g2(x);u1���
 = u2���
 = 0;where u = (u1; u2), x 2 
 �� Rn , d1; d2; ; Æ > 0 are positive parameters. Assumealso that the nonlinear interation funtion f(h; x; v) is almost periodi with valuesin M (see Setion 2) and satis�es the following assumptions:(8.5) � 1: C(1 + jvjq+1) � f(h; x; v) � v � �C1 + C2jvjq+1; q > 12: f 0v(h; x; v) � �K;for some onstants C, Ci, andK. Then, a simple alulation reveals that anisotropidissipativity assumption (0.5) is satis�ed for every p1 = p2 > 0 and, onsequently,the results of Setions 1, 2, and 3 hold for system (8.4). Assume now, in addition,that(8.6)  > K:Then, the limit averaged problem(8.7) 8><>: �tu1 = d1�xu1 � f(x; u1)� u2 + g1(x);�tu2 = d2�xu2 � u2 + Æu1 + g2(x);u1���
 = u2���
 = 0possesses a global Liapunov funtion in the form(8.8) L(u1; u2) := Z
 j�tu1j22 + j�tu2j22Æ + d1 jrxu1j22 � d2 jrxu2j22Æ ++ F (x; u1) + u1 � u2 � 2 jvj22Æ � g1u1 + Æ g2u2 dx49



where F (x; v) := R v0 f(x; v) dv, see [12℄ for details. Thus, in this ase, for generi g =(g1; g2) 2 Lp(
)2 the attrator of averaged problem (8.7) is regular, onsequently,the assumptions of Setion 6 are satis�ed for (8.4) and, therefore, for suÆientlysmall ", the nonautonomous attrator of it is also regular, almost-periodi and tendsto the attrator of limit equation (8.7) as "! 0 (see Theorems 6.3, 7.1 and 7.3).Example 8.3. In the last example, we onsider the following generalization of theLotka-Volterra system:(8.9) ( �tui(t) = ai�xui(t)� fi(ui(t))� ui(t)�Pkj=1 bi;j(t="; )u2j(t)�+ gi(x);ui���
 = 0; i = 1; � � � ; kwhere ai > 0, bij(h) are salar almost periodi funtions, suh that bij(h) � 0 andthe funtions fi satisfy the assumptions(8.10) 1: f 2 C2(R;R); 2: C(1 + juijqi) � fi(ui) � ui � �C1 + C2juijqi ;for some �xed vetor (q1; � � � ; qk) satisfying qi > 1. Then, dissipativity assumption(0.5) is obviously satis�ed, for every p1 = � � � = pk > 0. Consequently, the resultsof Setions 1-3 hold for system (8.9). Moreover, the limit averaged equation(8.11) ( �tui(t) = ai�xui(t)� fi(ui(t))� ui(t)�Pkj=1 bi;ju2j(t)�+ gi(x);ui���
 = 0; i = 1; � � � ; khas a granient form if bij = bji and, onsequently, it's attrator is regular for generig 2 [Lp(
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